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Abstract 

The aim of this thesis was to describe the movement patterns of women’s beach volleyball 

using global positioning systems (GPS) technology. This aim was completed in two parts: Part 

A involved the investigation of the level of agreement between an emerging GPS system (VX 

Sport VX235 Log, Visuallex Sport International Ltd, Lower Hutt, New Zealand) and a well- 

established GPS system (Catapult MinimaxX S4, Catapult Innovations, Melbourne Australia). 

We recruited five semi-professional beach volleyball athletes who wore the two GPS units 

(sampling at 10 Hz) simultaneously during a training session which involved beach volleyball 

drills and simulated match-play. A paired sample t-test with statistical significant set to p<0.05 

was applied to examine whether differences existed in the measurements of total distance (m), 

average speed (m∙min-1), max velocity (m∙s-1) and the distance (m) covered in five distinct 

velocity zones during a beach volleyball training session between the two different brands of 

GPS units. Significantly greater average speed (38.3 ± 5.66 m∙min-1, p = 0.009), and the 

distance covered between speeds of 4-8 km∙h-1 (248 ± 207 m, p = 0.008) and 16-20.5 km∙h-1 

(8.78 ± 7.40 m, p = 0.006) were reported by the Catapult S4 units compared to the VX235 GPS 

units (35.9 ± 3.45 m∙min-1, 206 ± 168 m and 1.64 ± 2.62 m respectively), in conjunction with 

the VX235 units reporting a greater max velocity (4.37 ± 0.68 m∙s-1, p = 0.013) compared to 

the Catapult S4 units (4.07 ± 0.60 m∙s-1). These results demonstrate that differences exists 

between the emerging VX235 GPS system and the well-established Catapult S4 GPS system 

for measuring the movement patterns during beach volleyball, supporting the notion that 

further validation of GPS units against other practically applied and validated athlete 

movement trackers is required to further understand the ability of GPS systems to measure the 

movement patterns of beach volleyball. 

Part B of this thesis involved the application of the 10 Hz VX235 GPS unit to quantify the 

movement patterns of women’s beach volleyball match-play. Specifically the VX235 GPS unit 
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was worn by twenty female beach volleyball athletes during competition matches from the U23 

Australian beach volleyball championship (n=10) and the Queensland Open tournament (n=10). 

The results form Part B of this thesis describe women’s beach volleyball athletes as covering a 

total distance of 555 ± 129 m and an average speed of 36.2 ± 3.2 m∙min-1, in addition to the 

majority of the distance covered occurred at speeds between 0-3.9 km∙h-1 (274 ± 63.6 m) and 

3.9-7.8 km∙h-1 (203 ± 57.3) during match-play. The magnitude of these physical measures 

resulted in an average heart rate of 159 ± 12.0 bpm and 71.3 ± 30.4% of time with a heart rate 

≤168 bpm. An independent sample t-test with statistical significant set to p<0.05 identified 

minimal difference between the GPS metrics reported between the two domestic beach 

volleyball tournaments in addition to a significant decrease in the distance-rate of the second 

set relative to the first set for both the U23 ABVC (36.5 ± 3.86 m∙min-1 and 35.5± 3.86 m∙min-

1 respectively, p = 0.018) and QLD Open (37.3 ± 3.23 m∙min-1 and 35.3 ± 3.07 m∙min-1 

respectively, p = 0.002). Finally, based on the similarity between the two tournaments the data 

from each set of both tournament was combined and grouped into sets that finished with a small 

score margin differential (win and loss <5 points) and a large score margin differential (win 

and loss >5 points). A paired sample t-test with statistical significant set to p<0.05 identified 

that with the exception of jump rate, jump count, distance covered accelerating between 0.6-

1.5 m∙s-2 and 6.1-8 m∙s-2 and the distance covered decelerating between 1.6-2.5 m∙s-2 and 2.6- 

6 m∙s-2, all other metrics of physical performance were significantly greater for the sets that 

ended with a small score margin (won and lost < 5 points) compared to the sets that ended with 

a large score margin (won and lost > 5). In addition all physiological measures of heart rate 

displayed no significant difference between sets that ended with a small score margin and sets 

that ended with a large score margin with the exception of the percentage of time spent with a 

heart rate between 80-85% of each athletes age-predicted max heart rate which was 

significantly greater for sets that ended with a small score margin (25.8 ± 16.3%, p = 0.013) 
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compared to sets that ended with a large score margin (16.0 ± 17.1%). The results from Part B 

of this thesis were the first to identify the movement patterns of women’s beach volleyball and 

provide insight into the presence of fatigue and the effect of score margin differential. The 

results provide information to assist in preparing women’s beach volleyball athletes for the 

demands they are likely to undertake during competitive match-play. 
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Chapter 1 – Introduction  

Beach volleyball is an extremely dynamic sport with an exciting competition atmosphere which 

has seen the professional profile of the sport grow throughout the world in recent years. Beach 

volleyball has featured at every Olympic Games since its recognition as an Olympic sport in 

1994 and the continual growth of beach volleyball is evident by its recent inclusion for the first 

time in history as a Commonwealth Games sport in the 21st Commonwealth Games which was 

held on the Gold Coast in 2018. The fundamental characteristics of beach volleyball 

competition such as match duration have been defined (Palao, Valades, & Ortega, 2012) and 

consideration has been given to the effect of playing level on physical match characteristics 

such as number of rallies, hits and jumps per match (Medeiros, Marcelino, Mesquita, & Palao, 

2014) However, the quantification of the most intense periods of match play, fatigue and the 

impact of numerous contextual factors during beach volleyball competition is required to grow 

the scientific knowledge regarding the activity profile of beach-volleyball athletes during 

competition. The increase in scientific knowledge will enable sport-science practitioners to 

develop training programs that reflect the activity profile during competition in addition to 

adjusting the training programs according to player load in order to optimise athlete 

performance to further the growth of the sport of beach-volleyball. 

The suggestion that global position system (GPS) could be used to quantify the movement 

patterns of field-based team sports originated from seminal research demonstrating the ability 

of micro-technology to measure variable such as distance and velocity (Schutz & Chambaz, 

1997). Following the early validation studies (Schutz & Chambaz, 1997; Witte & Wilson, 2004) 

that provided promising evidence supporting the use of GPS technology to accurately measure 

movements considered essential to field-based team sports, an extensive assessment of the 

validity and reliability of GPS technology lead to the development of a sport- specific GPS 

microtechnology in 2003 (Edgecomb & Norton, 2006). Subsequent to the development of the 
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first sport-specific GPS microtechnology, the evolution continued whereby a GPS unit which 

contained tri-axial accelerometer, magnetometer and gyroscopes in addition to the GPS 

technology was developed. Several brands of commercially available GPS units established 

market competition leading to the cost associated with some GPS brands being significantly 

reduced to appeal to sporting teams from all competition levels (Johnston, Watsford, Kelly, 

Pine, & Spurrs, 2014). The variability in the measures of athlete movement patterns present 

between the two most commonly used GPS brands (Johnston et al., 2014; Petersen, Pyne, 

Portus, & Dawson, 2009; Randers et al., 2010) highlight the importance of considering the 

variability between different brands of GPS units when practically applying GPS technology. 

This can be highlighted by the Given the advantage of sport-specific GPS units as a more time 

efficient methods to analyse the movement demands of multiple athletes at the same time 

(Beato, Devereux, & Stiff, 2018) it has become common practise among field-based team 

sports to apply GPS technology to quantify the movement demands during training (Gabbett, 

2010; Hartwig, Naughton, & Searl, 2011) and competition (Abt & Lovell, 2009; Akenhead, 

Hayes, Thompson, & French, 2013; Buchheit, Mendez-villanueva, Simpson, & Bourdon, 2010; 

Clarke, Anson, & Pyne, 2015; Delaney et al., 2016; Gabbett, 2010, 2015; Hartwig et al., 2011; 

Owen, Venter, du Toit, & Kraak, 2015). Once the movement profile of training and competition 

are understood, GPS technology can be applied to identify fatigue during match- play (Tee, 

Lambert, & Coopoo, 2017; Varley, Elias, & Aughey, 2012; Young, Hepner, & Robbins, 2012) 

and highlight the effect of performance outcome (Brewer, Dawson, Heasman, Stewart, & 

Cormack, 2010; Higham, Pyne, Anson, & Eddy, 2012; McLellan & Lovell, 2013) and score 

margin differential (Gabbett, 2013; Murray & Varley, 2015; Sullivan et al., 2014) on the 

movement patterns of match-play. Despite the successful application of GPS technology to 

field-based team sports the application of this micro-technology to confined court-based sports 

is limited. However, the application of GPS technology to court-based sport such as beach 
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volleyball may result in increases in the performance enhancing knowledge similar to what has 

been attained through the application of GPS to field-based team sports. 

The aim of the first experimental study emanating from this thesis will compare two different 

brands of GPS units to investigate the level of agreement between an emerging (VX Sport 

VX235 Log, Visuallex Sport International Ltd, Lower Hutt, New Zealand) and well- 

established brand of GPS unit (Catapult MinimaxX S4, Catapult Innovations, Melbourne 

Australia) when quantifying the activity patterns of beach volleyball match-play. Furthermore, 

the aims of the second experimental study were to use GPS technology to: (1) quantify the 

differences in movement patterns between U23 Australian beach volleyball championship and 

the Queensland Open tournament beach volleyball match-play; (2) quantify changes in the 

movement patterns within matches during the two domestic tournaments to examine the effect 

of player fatigue; and (3) to examine the influence of the margin of the score differential on the 

physical activity profile of players during beach volleyball match-play. 

Chapter 2 – Review of the literature 

2.1 Global Positioning Systems (GPS) technology 

The GPS was originally developed for military use and involves the communication between 

the GPS receiver on earth and 27 satellites that orbit the earth. Each satellite is equipped with 

an atomic clock that first synchronises and sets the clock within the GPS receiver so that 

information can be sent from the satellite to the GPS receiver at the speed of light. The 

difference between the time on the satellite clock when the signal is sent and the time on the 

GPS clock when the signal is received will result in the calculation of the signal travel time, 

which is then multiplied by the speed of light to determine the distance of the GPS to the 

satellite. When the GPS units is able to communicate in this manner with at least three satellites 
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the process of trilateration is used to calculate the exact position of the GPS receiver on earth 

(Larsson, 2003). 

In an effort to prevent hostile forces from using the highly precise GPS system the U.S 

Department of Defence, which funded the development of GPS, deliberately degraded the 

satellite signal which is known as selective availability (Schutz & Herren, 2000). The 

degradation of the signal could be overcome through the use of differential GPS (dGPS). dGPS 

works through the use of a stationary receiver whose distance to each satellite is known and 

compared to the error containing distance obtained from communication with the satellites. 

The corrected information is then sent via radio-waves to the dGPS receiver that is worn by the 

subject (Townshend, Worringham, & Stewart, 2008). Selective availability was switched off 

in May 2000 which would allow the accuracy of measurements made by standard GPS 

receivers to increase. Professional sporting teams have utilized information quantifying 

sporting performance and factors such as fatigue that effect sporting performance to develop 

and adjust training programs tailored towards optimal performance. The ability of GPS 

technology to measure the performance variables of distance and speed during both training 

and competition suggest that professional sporting teams may benefit from the application of 

GPS technology. 

2.2 Evolution of GPS technology 

Given the ability of GPS to measure variables such as distance and velocity it was suggested 

for the use of quantification of movement patterns for field-based athletes. Schutz and 

Chambaz (1997) were the first to attempt to validate the measures obtained from commercially 

available GPS unit (Garmin 45, Garmin, Lenexa). The authors used chronometry as a criterion 

measure for the velocity of walking and running at various speeds and used these measures as 

points of comparison to compare to the measurements obtained from the GPS (Schutz & 

Chambaz, 1997). From this study design, the authors identified a strong correlation between 
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velocity measured via GPS and the criterion measure of velocity (r=0.99, P<0.001), therefore 

suggesting for the first time that GPS can be effectively utilized in sport to provide precise 

information on the movement profiles of athletes. Witte and Wilson (2004) assessed the 

instantaneous speed collected simultaneously by a speedometer on a bike and a 1 Hz GPS 

device. They found that the GPS was accurate when speed was constant over a straight line 

however accuracy decreased when rapid changes in speed (rapid accelerations) occurred (Witte 

& Wilson, 2004). 

However, the previously mentioned studies (Schutz & Chambaz, 1997; Witte & Wilson, 2004) 

of commercially available GPS devices while significant for identifying the potential use of 

GPS technology in sport must be considered with caution as the criterion measures used in 

these studies would not be considered gold standard. The GPS technology that was used in 

these studies were still in the early development stages, and consequently identified that 

enhancements in the accuracy of position and speed measurement would be required before 

there would be an uptake of this technology for a measure of sports performance (Buchheit et 

al., 2010; Schutz & Chambaz, 1997; Witte & Wilson, 2004). 

It took until 2003 to address the technological issues associated with the first commercially 

available GPS receivers, at which point the first sport-specific GPS receiver (GPSport System 

SPI-10) became commercially available. As with any technology that is introduced as a 

measure of performance in sport, the value of that technology is largely determined by its 

ability to produce accurate and precise measurements (Larsson, 2003). To determine the ability 

of the first commercially available GPS receiver (GPSport System SPI-10) to produce accurate 

and precise measures it was validated against a computer-based tracking (CBT) system (Sports 

Tec Pty. Ltd Trakperformance).Video-tracking technology is an accepted measure for 

performing time-motion analysis and CBT is an advanced video tracking technology which 

allows the movement patterns of athletes to be visually and mechanically followed in real time 
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during competition (Edgecomb & Norton, 2006). The validity of both the GPS and CBT was 

established via comparisons made between distance measures from these devices to know 

distances that were measured by a calibrated trundle wheel. While the GPS and actual measure 

of distance were highly correlated (r=0.998) there was an average error in the GPS 

measurement of 4.8±7.2%. CBT had an average error of 5.8±7.4% which was considered 

significantly greater than the error associated with the distance measure from the GPS.  

2.3 Advantages of GPS for measuring movement patterns 

The approach to developing a training program aimed at producing optimal performance by 

coaches and sport scientist staff has become more scientific due to an increased knowledge 

around athlete performance and the physiological responses to training. The scientific approach 

to the development of a training program considers physical training as including both the 

training process and the training outcome (Impellizzeri, Rampinini, & Marcora, 2005). The 

training process often involves the prescription of an external load, however it is physiological 

stress (i.e. internal load) that is required for training-induced adaptations to occur. The desired 

training outcome is an increase in performance, which commonly requires the use of 

physiological tests (Impellizzeri et al., 2005). 

Consequently the ability to collect and analyse data pertaining to the magnitude of external 

load, the internal load as a consequence of the external load, and the adaptations that have 

occurred as a result of the internal and external training loads (training process), is crucial for 

the continual adjustment of training periodization tailored for optimal performance. A sport-

specific GPS unit has the significant advantage of being able to directly measure the movement 

patterns that compose the external loads experienced by athletes during training and 

competition performance. Moreover, another advantage of a sport-specific GPS unit is the 

ability to synchronise with heart rate monitors, thereby recording the internal heart rate 

simultaneously with the external loads, allowing coaches and sport scientist staff to understand 
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the internal loads experienced by athletes as a consequence of the prescribed external training 

loads. In addition a sport-specific GPS unit has the ability to measure training outcome through 

a direct measure of competition performance, opposed to utilizing laboratory-based 

physiological tests that are commonly required to measure training outcome (Impellizzeri et 

al., 2005; Larsson, 2003). The technological advancements of sport-specific GPS units 

provides the additional advantages of being a non-invasive performance measure which, given 

the availability of multiple GPS units, permits the significantly more time efficient 

measurement and analysis from multiple athletes simultaneously.  

The ability of a sport-specific GPS to measure the external load, through the extensive analysis 

of distance, speed and acceleration (Beato et al., 2018), measure internal load through 

synchronisation with heart rate monitors, and provide measures of training outcome through 

the direct measure competition performance (Impellizzeri et al., 2005; Larsson, 2003). These 

advantages allows coaches and sport scientist staff to manage athlete training load and 

continually adjust training periodization allowing for the continual achievement of optimal 

performance, which has consequently resulted in the application of GPS by professional 

sporting teams to become common practise. 

2.4 Validity and reliability of GPS 

The validity of GPS measures are often established by comparison with a previously validated 

criterion measure (Beato et al., 2018) considering the value of any technology introduced into 

sport is largely determined by the ability of that technology to produce accurate and precise 

measurements (Larsson, 2003). The practical application of GPS technology to monitor athlete 

performance and load over time and to assess an athletes readiness to return to competition 

requires not only an accurate measure of movement patterns but also the reproducibility of 

these measures on repeat occasions over time (Delaney, Cummins, Thornton, & Duthie, 2017). 

However the ability of the sports specific GPS to provide accurate and precise measurements 
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of the erratic multi-directional movements associated with the variety of field-based teams 

sports is still under investigation. 

2.4.1 Measures of Distance 

Following the first validation study of sport specific GPS from Edgecomb and Norton (2006) 

there have been many other studies that look to validate one of the key metrics that the GPS is 

capable of measuring which is distance. 

(Gray, Jenkins, Andrews, Taaffe, & Glover, 2010) determined that the validity of distance 

measured by a 1 Hz GPS receiver was affected by movement path (linear or non-linear) and 

movement intensity. Specifically during linear movement, the distance recorded by the GPS 

receiver was overestimated at all movement intensities (% bias across all movement intensities 

on the linear course was 2.0%) and walking and sprinting had significantly greater total 

distance errors. During non-linear movement distance measures were underestimated and there 

was a positive linear relationship between movement intensity and distance error (Gray et al., 

2010) Another study that assessed the validity of GPS measures of distance involved the 

assessment of both 1 Hz and 5 Hz GPS receivers (Jennings, Cormack, Coutts, Boyd, & Aughey, 

2010) employed a similar study design in which distance measures during straight line running, 

two different change of direction (COD) courses and a team-sport running circuit were 

completed at various speeds. Similar to Gray et al. (2010) this study found that GPS 

underestimated distance compared to the criterion distance during the COD courses and that 

the validity of distance measured on these courses decreases as locomotion speed increases. In 

addition Jennings et al. (2010) found that during straight line running performed at higher 

speeds of locomotion (striding and sprinting) over short distances the GPS underestimates these 

shorter distances. The authors also found that as speed increases over a given distance the 

validity of the GPS measure for distance decreases which is in agreement with the findings 

from Gray et al. (2010). The most significant finding from this study was that a higher sampling 
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rate improved the validity irrespective of the speed and distance of locomotion across all three 

trial conditions (straight line, COD courses and simulated team sport running circuit), 

suggesting that the measurement errors associated with GPS can be reduced by technological 

advancements in increased sampling rates. 

2.4.2 Measures of velocity 

The previously mentioned early validation studies of velocity (Schutz & Chambaz, 1997; Witte 

& Wilson, 2004) identified promising evidence that GPS technology could accurately measure 

velocity. Since the advancements in technology such as the previously mentioned development 

of sport specific GPS units there has also been a number of studies focusing on the validation 

of velocity measures from these new GPS systems. 

The validity of 5 Hz and 10 Hz GPS units for measuring instantaneous velocity during 

acceleration, deceleration and constant velocity of straight line running was assessed by Varley, 

Fairweather, and Aughey (2012) by comparing the running velocity measure by the two 

different models of GPS units to a Laveg laser (LAVEG Sport, Jenoptik, Jena, Germany) that 

samples at 50 Hz. The results of this study are somewhat inconclusive considering that across 

the range of velocities that were measured within each of the 5 Hz and 10 Hz units both 

overestimation and underestimation occurred for certain velocity ranges. The most significant 

result from this study was that as sampling frequency increased there was a stronger correlation 

between the GPS measure of velocity and the criterion measure which is in agreement with the 

study from Gray et al. (2010) who reported the same phenomenon for the GPS metric of 

distance. Therefore, errors in both distance and velocity measures from the GPS can be reduced 

by increasing the sampling frequency. 
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2.4.3 Measures of acceleration 

While distance and velocity are considered important performance measures for team sport 

athletes, the importance of accelerations has more recently been considered given the higher 

energetic demands associated with this form of locomotion (Osgnach, Poser, Bernardini, 

Rinaldo, & di Prampero, 2010). These actions are often undertaken at low speeds but are 

physically taxing despite not reaching classification as high-speed running (Osgnach et al., 

2010). As such, quantifying the acceleration profiles of a given sport have important 

implications for developing training and recovery protocols. 

Varley, Fairweather, et al. (2012) identified that GPS units are capable of measuring mean 

duration and distance of accelerations and the accuracy was increased when the sampling rate 

increased from 5 Hz to 10 Hz. GPS units were implemented to further highlight the importance 

of measuring accelerations by Aughey and Varley (2013) who used 5 Hz GPS (SPI Pro, 

GPSport Australia) to determine that during competitive matches, elite Australian soccer 

players completed an 8-fold greater number of maximal accelerations than sprints. This study 

also identified that 98% of the maximal accelerations commenced from a velocity lower than 

what was considered high velocity running (≥ 4.17 m∙s-1) and that 85% of the maximal 

accelerations (>2.78 m∙s-1) did not cross the high velocity running threshold (Aughey & Varley, 

2013). 

Akenhead, French, Thompson, and Hayes (2014) implemented a laser which sampled at 2000 

Hz with an associated manufacturer reported error of ± 0.002 m as the criterion measure to 

which the measures of raw and smooth GPS velocity data were compared to investigate the 

validity and reliability of 10 Hz GPS for measuring instantaneous velocity. Akenhead et al. 

(2014) were able to conclude that acceleration of greater magnitude produced a reduction in 

the ability of the 10 Hz GPS device tested to produce valid and reliable measures of 

instantaneous velocity. An equation for the calculation of mean acceleration involves using 
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instantaneous velocity enabling the results of this study pertaining to instantaneous velocity to 

be used to make inferences regarding the ability of the 10 Hz GPS device to measure average 

acceleration. However according to the equation if the time between the two instantaneous 

velocity measures is increased the accuracy of the measure of mean acceleration will also be 

increased suggesting that acute mean accelerations may not be accurately measured by 10 Hz 

GPS units. 

2.4.4 Quantifying movements in confined field dimensions 

The previous studies that have assessed the ability of GPS devices to produce valid and reliable 

measure of distance, velocity and acceleration during movements associated with field-based 

team sports have acknowledged that GPS units have a reduced ability to measure the short 

rapid movements associated with confined playing areas (Akenhead et al., 2014; Gray et al., 

2010; Jennings et al., 2010). A study from Duffield, Reid, Baker, and Spratford (2010), 

measured distance and velocity using both 1 Hz and 5 Hz GPS units across a variety of drills 

that represented confined court-based movement patterns. To determine the accuracy and 

reliability of distance and velocity measured by the 1 Hz and 5 Hz GPS units, a VICON motion 

analysis system sampling at 100 Hz with an extremely low error (0.0008%) was used as the 

criterion measure. When measures from the GPS (distance, peak speed and mean speed) were 

compared to the VICON criterion measure, the results showed that both the 1 Hz and 5 Hz GPS 

units underestimated the measures of distance, peak speed and mean speed by 10-30%. In 

addition both 1 Hz and 5 Hz GPS units underestimate the distance covered compared to the 

VICON. In particular at higher speeds and during 6 seconds of random movements in a 

confined space, compared to the VICON which measured distances of 25.6 ±0.3 m and 

12.0±2.4 m respectively, whereas the 1 Hz GPS units measured distances of 20.9±2.6 m and 

8.0±1.2 m respectively, and the 5 Hz GPS unit measured distances of 21.3±3.6 m and 8.3±1.7 

m respectively (Duffield et al., 2010). These results from (Duffield et al., 2010) are in 
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agreement with previous studies (Jennings et al., 2010; Varley, Fairweather, et al., 2012) that 

used different criterion measures.  

The previous study (Duffield et al., 2010) assessed the accuracy and reliability of GPS devices 

for measuring movements representative of confined court-based sports. Small sided games 

have shown to increase both technical and physical performance of relevant sport and as a 

results have become increasingly popular during team sports training sessions (Mara, 

Thompson, & Pumpa, 2016; Rebelo, Silva, Rago, Barreira, & Krustrup, 2016). The utilization 

of small-sided games in conjunction with the use of GPS devices during training has 

highlighted the affect changes in playing dimension has on certain metrics determined by GPS. 

Football is one sport that utilizes both small-sided games and GPS technology during training 

and a study from Rebelo et al. (2016) investigated the differences between two different 

formats of small- sided games (4 v 4 plus goalkeepers and 8 v 8 plus goalkeepers). The results 

from this study show that during the 4 v 4 game greater distances were covered by accelerations, 

and increased exhaustion was reported by players following the 4 v 4 game. Similar to the 

results by Rebelo et al. (2016), Mara et al. (2016) found that acceleration profiles differed 

between games of various size. Specifically they found that mean distances covered per 

acceleration was smaller for the small-sided game (40 x 40 and 50 x 50) compared to large- 

sided game (80x68 and 90x68), and that recovery intervals between accelerations was lower is 

the small-sided game compared to both medium-sided game and large-sided game. They also 

found that the proportion of accelerations with commencement velocity <1 m∙s-1 was increased 

in the small-sided game compared to large-sided game.  

The results from the studies of small-sided games suggest that when the number of players are 

reduced the distance covered by acceleration is increased as well as player perception of 

exhaustion (Rebelo et al., 2016). In addition reducing the playing area results in an increase in 

the average distance covered per acceleration, a greater proportion of accelerations begin at a 
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lower velocity and a reduction in recovery time between accelerations (Mara et al., 2016). The 

increased acceleration characteristics reported by the previous studies provide promising 

evidence suggesting that if GPS technology was applied to the court-based sport of beach 

volleyball which involves two athletes competing on a reduced playing area, the measure of 

acceleration would form a significant component of the movement profile. 

2.4.5 Comparison between GPS manufactures 

Training programs that emulate the activity profile during competition in conjunction with 

player-load monitoring facilitate training periodization tailored for optimal performance. Such 

desirable processes require a technology that is capable of quantifying the movement patterns 

of athletes during match-play and training. Previous research has established GPS technology 

as a valid and reliable measure of the movement demands considered important for the success 

of team-sport athletes (Akenhead et al., 2014; Aughey & Varley, 2013; Jennings et al., 2010; 

Varley, Fairweather, et al., 2012). In addition the data collection is more time efficient and the 

analysis of data is more extensive resulting in the application of GPS technology to filed-based 

team sports becoming common practise (Beato et al., 2018). However as a result of this increase 

in popularity there are several commercially available brands of GPS devices (Petersen et al., 

2009) and consequently the importance of comparing the performance between these numerous 

GPS brands is crucial for sports practitioners decision regarding which brand to apply 

(Johnston et al., 2014) However among the several different commercially brands of GPS 

devices Catapult Innovations and GPSports are the two most commonly used brands (Johnston 

et al., 2014; Petersen et al., 2009) and there have been studies to assess the performance 

difference between these two brands.  

Randers et al. (2010) compared the performance of the Minimax X v2.0 Catapult unit and the 

GPSport SPI Elite unit preferring throughout the research to instead refer to GPS-1 and GPS- 

2 without clear identification as to which GPS device was assigned to what shorthand notation. 
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However, it was explained that GPS-1 and GPS-2 had a sampling frequency of 5 Hz and 1 Hz 

respectively (Randers et al., 2010). The results from this study identified there were differences 

between the two GPS devices when measuring distance and sprint velocity and frequency 

(Randers et al., 2010). Another study that compared the GPS brands of Catapult Innovation 

and GPSport was performed by Johnston et al. (2014) who compared Catapult Minimax X S4 

firmware 6.70, Catapult Innovations and GPSport SPI ProX firmware V2.4.3, GPSport 

sampling at the higher frequencies of 10 Hz and 15 Hz respectively compared to the previous 

study of Randers et al. (2010). The major finding from this study was that the 10 Hz Catapult 

minimax X S4 units provided a valid measure of total distance but not peak speed which was 

considered better in comparison to the 15 Hz GPSport unit which had a difficulty associated 

with the determination of validity given the contrasting results between the measure of total 

distance and peak speed by the two units compared to the criterion measures (Johnston et al., 

2014). In addition the 10 Hz Catapult minimax X S4 unit displayed higher levels of inter-unit 

reliability compared to the 15 Hz GPSport unit and as such the 10 Hz Catapult minimax X S4 

unit presented itself as the superior unit (Johnston et al., 2014). Although the previous two 

studies (Johnston et al., 2014; Randers et al., 2010) compared the two most common brands of 

GPS devices one characteristic of both studies that could be considered a limitation is the 

difference in sampling rates, considering increased validity and reliability that is often 

associated with greater sampling frequencies (Duffield et al., 2010; Jennings et al., 2010; 

Varley, Fairweather, et al., 2012). Petersen et al. (2009) examined the validity and reliability 

of Minimax X (Catapult, Melbourne, Australia) and SPI-Pro (GPSport, Canberra, Australia) 

both sampling at a rate of 5 Hz. From this study (Petersen et al., 2009)  identified that even for 

different brands of GPS devices with an identical sampling rate there are differences for the 

measure of distance and sprinting. The correlation between the distance measured by the two 

GPS devices and the actual distance was 0.99, establishing both GPS devices provide a valid 
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measure of distance despite the validity of the SPI-Pro for walking, striding and sprinting being 

slightly better than the Minimax X unit (Petersen et al., 2009). Both GPS devices had similarly 

good reliability over different distances walking and striding and the typical error range for the 

SPI-Pro were smaller during sprinting compared to the minimax X (Petersen et al., 2009). 

Finally, the bias expressed for different movement patterns also differed between the two 

brands with the SPI- Pro underestimating distances covered walking striding and sprinting 

compared to minimax X that overestimated distances covered walking and striding and 

underestimated the distance covered sprinting by a larger amount (Petersen et al., 2009).  

Taken together the previous studies  (Johnston et al., 2014; Petersen et al., 2009; Randers et al., 

2010) identify there is considerable variability in the magnitude of validity and reliability 

between the two most common brands of GPS devices making it difficult to discern which 

brand of GPS device provides superior measures of movement patterns important to team sport 

athletes. Alternatively, the results from the previous studies emphasize the importance of 

understanding the variability that exists between brands of GPS devices when considering the 

practical application of this athlete tracking technology. 

2.5 Application of GPS to quantify the activity profile in sport 

The important benefits of developing training sessions that reflect the movement patterns of 

competition have been established, and is the rationale behind the application of GPS 

technology to the competition of various field-based team sports. In order to provide an 

appropriate quantification of the specific sport match activity profile, the identification of 

transient fatigue patterns in match play and differences in competition levels needs to be 

considered. GPS technology has the ability to provide numerous performance metrics and the 

importance of each of these metrics for characterizing the movement profiles of a sport must 

be considered. 
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2.5.1 Distance metrics 

GPS has the ability to measure total distance (TD) which has been reported to be 13400 m for 

1-day international cricket fast bowlers (Petersen, Pyne, Dawson, Portus, & Kellett, 2010) and 

12,939m for elite AFL players (Coutts, Quinn, Hocking, Castagna, & Rampinini, 2010). 

Despite the 1-day international cricket fast bowler covering a greater total distance when 

distance is expressed per minute of match time, the AFL player covered a distance of 109 

m.min-1 which is almost twice the distance of the 1-day international cricket fast bowler 

(63m∙min-1). Therefore while the metric of TD might be useful, it is suggested that the use of 

average speed (m∙min-1) is more appropriate as this metric considers the time spent engaged in 

match play (Aughey, 2011) Nonetheless, simply quantifying distance does not provide an 

appropriate representation of the match or training intensity. More appropriately, the distances 

covered within certain speed thresholds are quantified to determine the intensity of physical 

activity. The separation of TD into the distance covered into various speed zones allows for the 

identification of the amount of distance covered at graded intensities during performance and 

is used for the description of movement profiles of a sport (Waldron, Twist, Highton, Worsfold, 

& Daniels, 2011). 

2.5.2 Velocity metrics 

The various speed zones are defined by threshold values which can be either absolute values 

based upon previous research and set by the GPS manufacturer or relative values that are based 

upon results from physiological testing (Gabbett, 2015; Sweeting, Cormack, Morgan, & 

Aughey, 2017). The distance covered during high intensity running (HIR) appears to be an 

important measure of physical performance therefore the ability to accurately measure HIR is 

equally important (Aughey, 2011). Abt and Lovell (2009) compared the distance covered when 

HIR was defined by an absolute speed threshold of 19.8 km∙h-1 or as an individualised threshold 

which was determined by the treadmill speed that coincided with the second vetilatory 
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threshold. The major findings from this study were that the individualised HIR speed was 

different for each player and there was a significant difference between the absolute high 

intensity running threshold (HIRT) (19.8 km∙h-1) and the median individualised HIRT (15 

km∙h-1). The difference between the absolute and individualised HIRT resulted in the distance 

covered at HIR using the absolute HIRT to be significantly lower (845 m) compared to using 

the relative HIRT (2258 m). 

Similar results were observed in a study by Clarke et al. (2015) who considered that the 

differences in physiological capacity between men and women at higher intensities and speed 

highlights the need for women’s specific HIRT and in this process further explore the most 

appropriate method for defining women’s specific HIRT. In order to achieve this the industry 

adopted threshold for men’s rugby union (5 m∙s-1), individual player thresholds determined as 

the speed at which the second ventilatory threshold obtained from a maximal aerobic capacity 

running test (VTs speed), and the group average VT2 speed were applied to analyse the distance 

covered at HIR. The results from this study demonstrated that the average VT2 speed of 3.5 m.s-

1 was 30% slower than the industry adopted threshold for men’s rugby union (5 m∙s-1) which 

transferred the mean distance covered at HIR being lower when the HIR threshold was set to 

5m.s compared to mean VT2 speed of 3.5 m∙s-1. While the use of individual VT2 speed for HIR 

threshold resulted in similar mean distances to when mean VT2 speed defined the HIR threshold, 

the individualized threshold under or over-estimated high-intensity running by up to 14% 

(Clarke et al., 2015). 

Repeat sprint ability (RSA) is considered to be an important requirement for team sport athletes 

and as such Buchheit et al. (2010) sort to identify the prevalence of repeat sprint sequence (RSS) 

from a range of youth soccer matches. The authors (Buchheit et al., 2010) applied an absolute 

speed threshold of 19 km.h-1 and an individualised speed threshold defined as >61% of the 

individuals peak running velocity both required a duration of at least one second to define a 
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sprint activity. The comparison between these two thresholds revealed that the older players 

reached the selected absolute threshold (19 km∙h-1) more often when applying the absolute 

speed threshold the older players performed more RSS than the younger teams. The application 

of the individualised speed threshold produced opposing results with younger players 

performing a greater number of RSS when individualised speed thresholds were applied. 

Similarly, a study from Gabbett (2015) defined speed zones using an absolute speed value and 

relative speed value that were based upon each athlete’s peak velocity. The results of this study 

(Gabbett, 2015) agreed with Buchheit et al. (2010) and suggested that the use of an absolute 

speed value to define the speed zones resulted in the distance covered during moderate, high 

and very high speed running to increase as age increased. However when the speed zones were 

defined by the relative values the younger players performed moderately greater amounts of 

high speed running and likely greater amounts of very high speed running. 

Taken together the results from these studies (Abt & Lovell, 2009; Buchheit et al., 2010; Clarke 

et al., 2015; Gabbett, 2015) highlight that for the most accurate quantification of the work 

completed by athletes at HIR, the use of physiological or physical testing to determine an 

individualised threshold value is a more appropriate method for the definition of athlete speed 

zones as it considers the athletes individual capacity to avoid any over or underreporting that 

occurs when an absolute threshold value is used. In addition for the sports of the previous 

studies who had the HIR during match performance analysed the authors recommended an 

ideal absolute HIRT that could alternatively be applied if the determination of an individual 

HIRT was not possible. The authors also acknowledged that competition between players and 

teams occurs on absolute terms and therefore to allow comparisons to be made the use of the 

recommended absolute HIRT is required.  
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2.5.3 Acceleration metrics 

Similar to velocity, GPS technology has the ability to separate acceleration into discrete zones 

and the acceleration that occurs within each zone can be reported as distance covered, 

frequency of efforts or duration spent in a given zone (Delaney et al., 2017). Importance, 

reliability and usefulness of acceleration measures in team sports).Osgnach et al. (2010) were 

instrumental in understanding the importance of movements that encompass an acceleration 

component as they determined that accelerations are more energetically demanding. Potentially 

more significant for team sports which are considered intermittent in nature was the finding 

that an acceleration performed from a lower velocity can match or even exceed the power 

output required to maintain higher velocities (Osgnach et al., 2010). The ability of GPS devices 

to measure accelerations in conjunction with the higher energy demands associated with 

accelerations has resulted in the supposition that quantifying the acceleration profiles are an 

important metric when considering the activity patterns of athletes during training and matches. 

Akenhead et al. (2013) applied a 10 Hz GPS device to assess the total distance covered 

accelerating in addition to the distance covered at low (1-2 m∙s-2), moderate (2-3 m∙s-2) and 

high (>3 m∙s-2) accelerations. The results from this study identified that the percentage of TD 

covered at low, moderate and high accelerations were 7.5%, 4.3% and 3.3% respectively and 

that accelerations and decelerations at a rate greater than 1 m∙s-2 accounted for on average 18% 

of the TD covered (Akenhead et al., 2013). In addition to reporting the distances covered in 

each acceleration zone Akenhead et al. (2013) were able to identify temporal and transient 

diminutions in acceleration evidenced by a reduction in the distance covered accelerating 

across a match and significantly reduced high acceleration for approximately 5 minutes 

following peak high acceleration respectively.  

A number of studies (Kempton, Sirotic, & Coutts, 2015; Owen et al., 2015; Varley, Gabbett, 

& Aughey, 2014) have reported the frequency of acceleration efforts to examine the 
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acceleration profile of different sports. Similar to Akenhead et al. (2013), Owen et al. (2015) 

implemented three acceleration zones light (1.00-1.99 m∙s-2), moderate (2.00-2.99 m∙s-2) and 

heavy (3.00-5.99 m∙s-2) to examine the acceleration profiles of different playing position in a 

super rugby team. Through recording the frequency of accelerations in the three acceleration 

zones as opposed to the distance covered (m), Owen et al. (2015) was able to identify that for 

all three acceleration zones differences occurred between the positional subgroups. In 

particular, the frequency of moderate and heavy accelerations were greater for back row, scrum 

half and inside and outside backs compared to the front and second row.  

Similar to the importance of the single velocity high speed running metric, the metric of 

maximal acceleration (>2.78 m∙s-2) has been considered an important metric when describing 

athlete acceleration profiles. The definition of maximal acceleration to be 2.78 m∙s-2 has been 

established from previous research that has identified that 3 m∙s-2 is the maximal value reached 

by elite team-sport athletes when accelerating from a standing start, in addition to sub-elite 

athletes accelerating maximally to between 2.5 m∙s-2 and 2.7 m∙s-2 (Aughey & Varley, 2013). 

The frequency of maximal accelerations (>2.78 m∙s-2) was assessed in a study by Varley et al. 

(2014) when comparing the activity profiles of three different football codes (football, rugby 

league, and Australian football). Varley et al. (2014) also acknowledged that similar to the GPS 

metric of total distance reporting the absolute frequency of maximal acceleration is important 

although accounting for the differences in playing time and expressing the relative frequency 

of maximal accelerations allows for the comparison between the three different football sports. 

When considering the acceleration running-based intensities of professional rugby league 

athletes, Delaney et al. (2015) introduced the metric of absolute acceleration/deceleration. This 

was considered a novel metric that considered the total acceleration requirements irrespective 

of velocity by making all acceleration and deceleration values positive and taking and average 

of these positive values for a defined period of match play (Delaney et al., 2015). This study 
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was able to identify that for moving averages at least 2 min in duration the average 

acceleration/deceleration of halves and hookers to have likely moderate increases compared to 

outside backs and middle forwards. The similarity of these results to whole match counts of 

acceleration (>2.78 m∙s-2) observed by Kempton et al. (2015) highlights the functional 

application of the new novel metric of average acceleration/deceleration (Delaney et al., 2015).  

2.5.4 Does training stimulate the typical match activity profile? 

Following the identification of the movement patterns of competition, the ability to utilise GPS 

technology during training allows for the quantification of physical performance during 

training which can be used to identify of the appropriateness of training to simulate the physical 

demands of match-play. Furthermore, quantifying the external load of athletes during training 

can provide a measure of accumulative and acute training load and can assist in the process of 

minimising fatigue and reducing the risk of injury (Petersen et al., 2009). 

Comparing women’s field hockey competition to game-based training, Gabbett (2010) 

identified that during game-based training more time was spent performing low velocity 

activity (0-1 m∙s-1) and less time was spent in the moderate (1-3 m∙s-1 and 3-5 m∙s-1) and high 

intensity (5-7 m∙s-1 and >7 m∙s-1) velocity zones. Hartwig et al. (2011) reported similar results 

when comparing the training and game demands of adolescent rugby union players. The 

authors reported no difference in the lower intensity movements (stationary and walking) 

between training and matches however, during matches more time was spent performing high 

intensity movements (jogging, striding and sprinting). A more in-depth analysis revealed that 

the qualities of a sprint (duration and distance) were not significantly different between training 

and matches, however a greater number of sprints were performed during a match. The 

previous studies (Gabbett, 2010; Hartwig et al., 2011) identified how GPS technology can be 

applied to both competition and training to identify the specific differences between them, and 

this information is important for the continual modification of training depending on the goals 
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of the training period. When GPS technology is applied to capture the movement demands of 

competition as the basis for prescribing training, the movement demands of competition are 

often reported as absolute values that represent the average of an entire match or each half or 

quarter of the match (Delaney et al., 2015). Reporting averages of long durations such as the 

entire match or even each half of the match my result in the shorter durations of intense periods 

throughout the match to be under-reported (Delaney et al., 2015).  Delaney et al. (2015) applied 

GPS technology to record the average speed covered during professional rugby league matches 

before calculating the rolling averages across ten different durations. The results of this method 

indicated that relative to the longest window “as the length of the rolling average decreased” 

there was an increase in the maximal average speed covered in addition to the rolling averages 

of 6-10 min reporting similar maximal average speed values (Delaney et al., 2015).  

Although the total duration of a training session may be similar to the total duration of 

competition, the structure of a training session often includes both tactical and conditioning 

components and the explanation of each component results in a training session being quite 

intermittent with increased duration of rest periods. Therefore, the importance of prescribing 

intensities reflective of match play become heightened and requires the use of rolling averages 

of <6 min as they are more sensitive in detecting the most intense periods of match play. 

2.6 Contextual factors affecting the match activity profile 

As the knowledge regarding the movement patterns of competition performance and training 

becomes more established, the application of GPS technology begins to be more innovative in 

the pursuit of explaining the different factors that affect the movement patterns of competition 

performance. 
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2.6.1 Understanding temporal and transient patterns of fatigue 

A well-known factor that causes a decrease in physical performance is fatigue. Understanding 

the characteristics of performance fatigue would be beneficial for the development of strategies 

aimed at avoiding or reducing fatigue during performance. Young et al. (2012) measured 

creatine kinase levels 24 hours after Australian rules football competition as an indicator of 

muscle fibre damage which can impair muscle function during subsequent competition or 

training. The authors reported that the distance covered running (4-5.9 m∙s-1) and fast running 

(6-7 m∙s-1) and the distance covered performing moderate and high accelerations (1-3 m∙s-2 and 

3-15 m∙s-2 respectively) and decelerations (-1 to -3 m∙s-2 and -3 to -15 m∙s-2 respectively) during 

an Australian rules football match were significantly greater for the group of players with 

higher post-match creatine kinase concentrations (Young et al., 2012). Tee et al. (2017) adopted 

similar GPS metrics of distance covered at high intensity running (HIR) (>4 m∙s-1) max speed 

and sprint and acceleration frequency to measure the fatigue profiles of rugby union players 

who were classified as backs or forwards. The results from this study (Tee et al., 2017) 

identified that the distance covered per minute for both backs and forwards decreased 

approximately 10% from the first to the second half. In addition the GPS metrics identified 

differing fatigue profiles between back and forwards with regards to distance covered at HIR, 

max speed and sprint and acceleration frequency of forwards significantly decreasing from the 

first to second half, whereas these metrics remained constant for back until a significant 

decrease in the final quarter of the match (Tee et al., 2017). 

Similar to developing training specificity based on match intensity data, the use of rolling 

periods can also be applied to further the understanding of the ability of GPS technology to 

identify fatigue. Transient fatigue can be indicated by the peak distance covered high velocity 

running (≥4.17 m∙s-1) during a 5-min interval and the distance covered in the following interval 

(Varley, Elias, et al., 2012). Varley, Elias, et al. (2012) determined the 5-min intervals using 
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predefined time points in the match analysis software, and using rolling 5-min intervals from 

every time point sampled. When the intervals are rolling periods the peak distance covered 

(HiVR) in the first 5-min interval is greater and the distance covered in the following interval 

is less compared to the predefined 5-min intervals (Varley, Elias, et al., 2012). Therefore using 

the rolling period method would indicate a greater reduction in covered high velocity running 

which would imply greater transient fatigue.  

The movement patterns obtained from applying GPS technology to match play provides a 

measure of temporal fatigue by examination of the metrics of running and fast running and 

moderate and high accelerations and decelerations (Young et al., 2012) Transient fatigue 

during match play can also be identified through examination of the GPS output of distance at 

high intensity running (>4 m∙s-1) during a 5-min period and the distance covered in the 

following period across the duration of a match (Varley, Elias, et al., 2012). The ability to 

identify transient fatigue during match play using the output from GPS devices is valuable 

information that can assist in the execution of tactical decisions such as player substitution, 

while the identification of temporal fatigue can subsequently be used to guide recovery 

strategies and future training sessions to avoid placing the athlete in a fatigue state that is 

associated with injury. 

2.6.3 The effect of playing level on match activity profile 

Each individual sport possesses movement patterns that can be considered unique to that sport. 

However, differences in movement patterns of a specific sport can occur as a result of the multi- 

level characteristic of sporting competition. For example, a number of studies have considered 

the differing levels of competition across a variety of sports (Brewer et al., 2010; Higham et 

al., 2012; McLellan & Lovell, 2013) to examine the effects these differing levels of competition 

have on athlete movement patterns.  
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Higham et al. (2012) identified there was a significant difference between domestic and 

international rugby sevens tournaments for all movement pattern variables except total distance 

covered per minute. Specifically, the international tournament could be considered to have a 

higher intensity given the higher maximum velocity, greater distance covered performing high 

velocity movements (>5 m∙s-1) in conjunction with less distance covered at lower velocities (2-

5 m∙s-1) and more moderate (2-4 m∙s-2) and high (>4 m∙s-2) acceleration and deceleration efforts. 

When comparing elite Australian rules football (i.e. the Australian football league; AFL) to 

sub-elite Australian rules football (i.e. Western Australian football league; WAFL) 

competitions Brewer et al. (2010) established that total distance covered per minute and high 

intensity efforts (>15 km∙h-1) per minute were significantly greater during AFL matches 

compared to WAFL matches. In addition, an analysis of the eighteen players who played at 

both levels of competition indicated no significant difference in maximal speed and the number 

of high intensity efforts and sprints (>20 km∙h-1). When the movement pattern variables were 

expressed relative to the playing time, total distance covered/min and the total number of high 

intensity efforts/min were significantly higher when those eighteen athletes competed at the 

elite level of AFL (Brewer et al., 2010). McLellan and Lovell (2013) examined the difference 

in movement patterns between elite, sub-elite and elite junior National rugby league (NRL) 

competitions. The results from this study identified that when all positions were considered 

there were no significant differences in the mean total distance travelled between elite and sub-

elite levels. However, in the junior elite competition the mean distance travelled in the first half 

(2317±1064) and the whole match (4646±978) was significantly less than the elite (first half; 

3998±749, whole match; 8371±897) and sub-elite (first half; 3913±665, whole match; 

7277±734) levels (McLellan & Lovell, 2013) 

Differences between the elite and elite junior were also identified when considering the running 

speed profiles. The maximum speed covered by elite NRL players during the first half 
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(31.5±2.7 km∙h-1), second half (30.1±2.7 km∙h-1), and the whole match (31.5±3.6 km∙h-1), was 

significantly greater than the maximum speed covered by the elite junior players (first half; 

26.1±3.1 km∙h-1, second half; 24.1±3.1 km∙h-1, whole match; 25.6±2.8 km∙h-1). The elite NRL 

players also covered a significantly greater total sprint distance (>22.1 km∙h-1) during the first 

half (248±40 m), second half (212±48 m) and the whole match (413±60 m) compared to elite 

junior players (137±37 m, 120±30 m and 237±48 m respectively). Finally the elite NRL players 

achieved an average first half speed of 5.4±0.5 km∙h-1 which was significantly greater than the 

average speed of 3.4±1.2 km∙h-1 that was achieved by elite junior players. In addition the total 

sprint distance of 248±40 m and 413±60 m that the elite NRL players covered in the first half 

and whole match respectively, was significantly greater than the total sprint distance covered 

by the sub-elite NRL players (first half; 176±52 m and whole match 298±52 m)(McLellan & 

Lovell, 2013) 

Although the distance covered sprinting in the first and second half was the only difference 

between the elite (first half; 248±40 m and whole match 413±60 m) and sub-elite (first half; 

176±52 m and whole match 298±52 m) level of NRL competition (McLellan & Lovell, 2013) 

taken together the results from these studies (Brewer et al., 2010; Higham et al., 2012; 

McLellan & Lovell, 2013) are significant as they demonstrate that for different levels of 

sporting competition the movement profiles can differ significantly, in particular a higher 

competition level is associated with higher performance intensity. 

2.6.4 The effect of score differential on match activity profile 

For elite sporting teams the performance outcome and the associated score margin are both 

considered as direct assessment of the success of sporting competition. Therefore, given the 

importance of performance outcome and score margin it is important to understand the effect 

they have on athlete movement patterns. 
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A study of professional Australian football players (i.e. AFL players) identified that both 

performance outcome (win or loss) and score margin and an effect on player movement 

patterns. Specifically, the movement pattern metrics of high-speed running distance per minute 

(>14.5 km∙h-1), sprints/min and peak speed were all greater when the quarter was lost compared 

to quarters that were won (Sullivan et al., 2014). The authors also observed an effect of score 

margin on movement patterns within each quarter with high-speed running (m∙min-1), average 

speed (m∙min-1) and body load∙min-1 all reporting greater values when the score margin was 

small (Sullivan et al., 2014). Gabbett (2013) examined the effect of performance outcome and 

score margin in elite rugby league matches. The results from this study conclude that the 

physical demands of elite rugby league were greatest when matches were won and the score 

margin was greater in magnitude. In particular, Gabbett (2013) identified that when matches 

were won athletes covered greater total distance per minute of match play and that this increase 

in total distance was achieved predominantly through the significant increase in the average 

speed covered at low speed. While the performance outcome had no significant effect on the 

amount of high-speed running there was a greater number of repeated high intensity effort 

bouts and the average and maximal number of efforts within these repeated high intensity effort 

bouts were higher when teams won (Gabbett, 2013). When examining the effect of score 

margin on athlete movement patterns Gabbett (2013) identified that moderate (7-17 points) and 

large (≥18 points) winning margins were associated with greater average speed covered and 

distance covered at low speeds. In addition, when teams lost by large margins there was an 

increase in the distance covered at high speeds (Gabbett, 2013). While the previous two studies 

(Gabbett, 2013; Sullivan et al., 2014) demonstrate conflicting results it is noteworthy that 

Gabbett (2013) investigate the effect of the entire match result and score margin on athlete 

movement patterns, whereas Sullivan et al. (2014) only identified and effect of quarter time 

result and score margin on athlete movement patterns. 
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A study conducted by Murray and Varley (2015)) considered the effect of both half time and 

full time result and score margin on the movement patterns of international rugby sevens 

athletes. Similar to Sullivan et al. (2014) who identified that high-speed running per min (>14.5 

km∙h-1) was greater when the score margin was small (<9 points) rugby sevens athletes covered 

greater peak high-speed running (4.17-10.0 m∙s-1) in the first and second half and greater peak 

total distance in the second half when the score differential was close (7 points or less) (Murray 

& Varley, 2015). When considering the effect of full time score, Murray and Varley (2015) 

identified that when the performance outcome was a loss players had a moderate to large 

reduction in average and peak total distance in the second half. In addition the number of 

average acceleration (≥2.78 m∙s-2) performed in the second half were greater when the full time 

result was a win. These results are similar to Gabbett (2013) who concluded that physical 

performance was increased when the performance outcome was a win. 

2.7 Match profile of beach volleyball 

2.7.1 Energy costs of movements performed on sand 

Each sport has specific characteristics that make that sport unique and that make the movement 

profile of the sport unique. The participation of BV on a sand court is a key characteristics 

which is unique to BV and this characteristic contributes to the unique energetic and physical 

demands of BV compared to other sports. While running in sand may have a number of 

different characteristics to firm ground running, there are studies that have attempted to identify 

whether there is a difference in the energy cost associated with running on sand opposed to 

firm ground running.  

Pinnington and Dawson (2001a) investigated the energy cost of recreational runners when 

running at various speeds on soft dry sand bare foot and in shoes to running on a firm grass 

surface in shoes. During steady state running trials of speeds ranging from 8-14 km∙h-1 a 

portable gas analyser was used to collect expired oxygen and carbon dioxide concentrations to 
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determine the net aerobic energy cost of running. Lactate concentrations were used to 

determine the net anaerobic energy cost of running and the addition of the net aerobic and net 

anaerobic energy cost was used to determine the net total energy cost of running. Running in 

the sand resulted in significantly greater net aerobic, anaerobic and therefore total energy costs 

compared to running on grass, and this was the result for both bare foot and in shoe sand 

running trials. In addition to this study, Pinnington and Dawson (2001a)) also investigated the 

energy cost and running economy when running on a firm grass surface and on soft dry beach 

sand bare foot and in shoes of elite surf ironmen who perform regular sand training (Pinnington 

& Dawson, 2001b). In agreement with their previous study of recreational runners there was 

no significant difference between the bare foot sand energy cost measures and the sand in shoe 

energy cost measures. For elite surf ironmen who perform regular sand training net aerobic 

energy cost is significantly greater when performing steady state running at speeds of 8 km∙h-

1 and 11 km∙h-1 on sand compared to grass running. The significantly greater net aerobic energy 

cost of sand running resulted in a significantly greater total net energy cost despite there being 

no significant difference in the net anaerobic energy cost of sand running. 

The mode of exercise that Pinnington and Dawson (2001a) used to examine the energetic cost 

of sand running opposed to firm ground running was steady state running at various speeds. 

By considering the difference in energetic cost of varying short sprints with and without change 

of direction on sand surfaces compared to natural grass and artificial turf Gaudino, Gaudino, 

Alberti, and Minetti (2013) furthered the knowledge around the energetic cost of sand running. 

Gaudino et al. (2013) selected a maximum speed sprint distance of 12 m and a maximum speed 

shuttle sprint which included the maximum speed sprint distance of 12 m with a 180° change 

of direction to therefore cover a total distance of 24 m. The maximum speed sprint distance of 

12 m, which is completed in approximately 2 sec was selected due to its representation of the 

typical high intensity effort made by football players during a match. The energy cost of each 
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sprint was estimated using a theoretical model which required the collection of acceleration 

data which was obtained in this study through the use of a 5 Hz GPS units. In addition to the 

estimation of energy cost the use of the GPS allowed for the identification of the difference in 

movement characteristics between performing that movement on sand and natural or artificial 

grass. Sprinting on sand resulted in average energy cost values that were significantly greater 

(30%) than sprinting on grass surfaces (Gaudino et al., 2013). Given the agreement of these 

results with the results from Pinnington and Dawson (2001a) who also measured energy cost 

it would suggest that the theoretical model that was adopted in this study was valid and reliable. 

The GPS was also able to identify that when sprinting on sand there is a significant decreases 

in average speed, maximum speed, average acceleration and maximum acceleration. Maximum 

deceleration values of the 12 m change of direction test were significantly higher when 

performed on the sand compared to a natural grass surface (Gaudino et al., 2013). 

Studies that have considered the energy cost of running on sand have identified that both steady 

state running and sprinting on sand is significantly more energetically demanding than 

performing the same movements on firm ground (Gaudino et al., 2013; Pinnington & Dawson, 

2001a). Monitoring energy cost is an important component of player load management and the 

periodised training of professional beach volleyball athletes may involve a combination of firm 

ground and on sand conditioning. GPS is a technology that if applied would provide the activity 

profile measures of beach volleyball training and match play such as running and sprinting, to 

understand the energy cost associated which is necessary for player load management and 

training periodisation tailored for optimal performance. In addition, GPS technology can 

provide measures of acceleration that when used in theoretical models can provide accurate 

measures of energy consumption as well as more specific information pertaining to the 

sprinting movement. 
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2.7.2 Match characteristics of beach volleyball 

The sport of Beach Volleyball is played by two teams each composed of two players on a sand 

court 8 m x 16 m that is divided by a net that is set to a height of 2.43 m (to the top of the net) 

for men and 2.24 m for women. Players must successfully guide the ball over the net, landing 

it in the opposition’s court to score a point. The first two sets are won by the first team to reach 

21 points with a lead of two points. If the match is drawn after the first two sets a third set is 

required which is won by the first team to reach 15 points with a two point lead, while the 

match is won by the first team to win two sets. These unique competition rules dictate how a 

match is played and following studies have considered the influence these unique competition 

rules have on the movement profile of the sport. 

Palao et al. (2012) collected data on a number of match variables from 14,432 and 14,175 

men’s and women’s matches during 2000-2010 Fédération Internationale de Volleyball (FIVB) 

world tour matches respectively. The results from this study identified an average match 

duration for a women’s match of 39 ± 18 min and 40 ± 17 min for matches consisting for two 

sets and three sets respectively, and no difference between the match duration of qualifying 

matches and main draw matches. This study also identified an average of 78 ± 14 rallies and 

94 ± 36 rallies per two-set match and three-set match respectively, as well as a significant 

difference between rallies played in qualifying matches and main draw matches with main 

draw matches on average 22.3 rallies longer.  

Medeiros et al. (2014) contributed to the understanding of beach volleyball by further 

considering the match characteristics as well as physical characteristics (jumps and hits) and 

whether these characteristics differ according to playing level. The results from this study 

concluded that the physical characteristic jumps total and the match characteristics of set 

duration and total rest time were higher in the senior competition. Medeiros et al. (2014) 

considered the opposition team as being of the same quality (balanced), moderately balanced 
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or unbalanced, and considered the relationship between the three different quality of opposition 

and the physical and match characteristics of beach volleyball. This study identified that in 

games that were considered unbalanced this quality of opposition had no influence on the 

physical or match variables, however a balanced opposition resulted in higher physical and 

match variables for senior players. These results supports the result from Palao et al. (2012) 

that identified in both men’s and women’s qualifying and main draw matches, the matches that 

were balanced had a significantly longer match duration (p < 0.001).  also examine the physical 

and match characteristics of beach volleyball according to gender, concluding that gender does 

not influence the physical and match characteristics of beach volleyball performance. 

Taken together, the current published beach volleyball literature has identified the match 

characteristics of beach volleyball which can be considered as the foundational knowledge 

required to guide training requirements. The introduction of GPS technology is required to 

grow the scientific knowledge through the quantification of the discrete movements that 

comprise the activity profile of the court-based sport of beach volleyball, to match the continual 

growth of the professional profile of the sport. 

2.7.3 Applying GPS technology to beach volleyball 

Given the vigorous validation studies that have occurred GPS units have been accepted to 

provide accurate performance measures when sampling at higher frequencies of 10 Hz, which 

has resulted in this technology being accepted for the quantification of the movement profiles 

for various field-based team sports. When using the GPS for the developing the movement 

profile of beach volleyball it is important to consider the distance and velocity of the running 

movements that occur in beach volleyball given the increased energy costs of sand running. 

The importance of being able to quantify the acceleration profile for beach volleyball must be 

considered given that accelerations are more energetically demanding than constant velocity 

running. In addition the evidence from small sided games studies would suggest that for the 
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reduced playing area of beach volleyball the characteristics of accelerations would increase to 

form a significant part of the movement profile. While limited the studies of beach volleyball 

have been able to identify the match characteristics of beach volleyball as well as considering 

the physical characteristic of jumps, identifying that with increased competition level the 

number of jumps performed increases. This highlights the importance of jumps to the success 

of beach volleyball athletes and therefore the importance of the GPS unit to detect jumps for 

the characterisation of the movement patterns of beach volleyball.  

2.8 Aims and objectives 

The aim of this thesis is to determine the movement patterns of women’s BV match-play using 

GPS technology. The objectives of this thesis are to: 

I. Compare an emerging GPS device (VX Sport VX235) to a well-established GPS device 

(Catapult MinimaxX S4) to investigate the level of agreement between these two GPS 

systems for quantifying the activity patterns of beach volleyball match-play. 

II. Analyse the difference in the movement patterns between the two domestic beach 

volleyball competitions of different levels: QLD Open and U23 ABVC using a 10Hz 

GPS device. 

III. Quantify changes in the movement patterns within matches during the two domestic 

tournaments to examine the effect of player fatigue. 

IV. Examine whether small (win and loss <5 points) or large (win and loss >5 points) score 

margin differentials influence the physical activity profile of athletes during beach 

volleyball match-play. 

Chapter 3 – Methods  

To address the previous mentioned aims this thesis consists of two separate studies. Part A 

involved the evaluation of the level of agreement between two different brands of GPS devices 
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for quantifying the movement patterns of women’s beach volleyball. Part B involved the 

application of GPS technology to assess the match-play movement patterns of women’s beach 

volleyball, analysing the difference between two domestic beach volleyball competitions 

including the determination of within tournament fatigue and assessing the effect of score 

margin differentials on the match-play movement patterns. 

3.1 Part A 

Consequent to the increase in the popularity of GPS technology among many field-based team 

sports, several different GPS brands including VX Sport and Catapult Innovations became 

commercially available for the application as an athlete tracking technology that is utilized to 

describe the movement patterns of athletes  (Buchheit, Allen, et al, 2014; Petersen et al., 2009). 

It is important to collect data simultaneously using different GPS brands to assess the level of 

agreement and attempt to account for the between-system differences to allow subsequent 

comparisons to be made between the different systems and to facilitate the interchangeability 

of the various GPS manufacturer systems (Buchheit, Allen, et al., 2014). 

3.1.1 Participants 

An observational cohort study of a single training session involving three male and two female 

beach volleyball athletes was conducted on a section of Coolangatta beach in Queensland to 

compare the ability of two different brands of GPS devices to measure the movement demands 

of beach volleyball. Approval was obtained from the Griffith University ethics committee prior 

to the commencement of this study in addition to attainment of informed consent from all 

athletes prior to the commencement of the training session.  

3.1.2 Experimental design 

Upon arrival to the testing session the athletes were fitted for a customized harness which had 

a padded pouch positioned in the centre of the upper back area, slightly superior to the scapulae 
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where both GPS units would be placed. Each athlete was assigned two different brands of GPS 

that would record the movement patterns of the entire training session. The athletes were 

instructed that they could wear the customized harness containing the GPS units underneath or 

on top of their playing attire according to their preference of comfortability and performance. 

The training session consisted of three drills the first drill was point rotation during which a 

single point was contested by two teams of two players and the player considered to be 

responsible for losing the point was substituted. Following the point rotation drill, two single 

set games were contested by two teams of two players during which the competition rules of 

beach volleyball were adjudicated by the athlete not playing the game. The second single set 

game was identical to the first with the substitution of the athlete that acted as the referee in the 

first game for one athlete from the losing team of the first single set game. Subsequent to the 

training session the GPS devices were collected by the researchers and the data was 

downloaded to two separate computer each equipped with one of the proprietary software 

analysis programs of the two different brands of GPS. Within each proprietary software 

analysis program the data was trimmed to represent only the playing time for each of the three 

drills for each athlete and to exclude all data outside active time in each drill. The number of 

files for each drill were point rotation (n=4), game 1 (n=4) and game 2 (n=3) for a total of n=11 

files from which data were collected for analysis.  

3.1.3 GPS equipment 

The movement patterns of the five beach volleyball athletes were collected using VX Sport 

GPS units (VX Sport VX235 Log, Visuallex Sport International Ltd, Lower Hutt, New Zealand) 

and Catapult minimaxX S4 GPS units (MinimaxX S4, Catapult Innovations, Melbourne 

Australia), with both GPS units collected ten samples per second (10 Hz sampling rate). Prior 

to data collection the GPS units were switched on and placed on a stationary flat surface 

horizontally in clear view of the sky for approximately ten minutes. The selection of the 10- 
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min period was preferred to guarantee all GPS units were synchronised with at least 3 satellites 

which would allow the accurate transmission of information between the satellites and the GPS 

receivers facilitating the calculation of the exact position of the GPS receiver on earth (Larsson, 

2003). In addition the researchers recorded the real time the GPS units were switched on.  

3.1.4 GPS metrics 

To investigate the level of agreement between the two different brands of GPS for measuring 

the movement patterns during beach volleyball, it was determined that a measure of total 

distance (m) was to be included for analysis. While it is important to consider the measure of 

total distance (m), almost more important reporting the average speed (m∙min-1) as this metric 

considers the distance travelled per unit of time. In addition it was determined that maximum 

speed (m∙s-1), and the total distance (m) covered in five distinct speed zones, were the most 

appropriate GPS metrics for analysis between the different brands of GPS units during beach 

volleyball movements. Both GPS units reported the same units of measurement for the metrics 

of total distance covered and average speed covered. To match the unit of measurement that 

the Catapult S4 units reported for maximum speed (m∙s-1) the km∙h-1 unit of measurement that 

was reported by the VX235 was converted to m∙s-1 in an excel spreadsheet using a conversion 

factor of 3.6. In addition, the speed zone classification associated with Catapult minimaxX S4 

proprietary analysis software (Sprint 5.0, Catapult Innovations, Melbourne, Australia) allowed 

six speed zones to be classified whereas the proprietary analysis software of VX (v 2.106.0.0, 

Visuallex Sport International Ltd, Lower Hutt, New Zealand) only allowed five speed zones to 

be classified. Therefore, to rectify this discrepancy the upper and lower limits of speed zones 

1-5 in both GPS proprietary analysis software were set as identical and Catapult minimaxX S4 

speed zone 6 was excluded from analysis. The specific classification of speed zones 1-5 can be 

found in table 1.  
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Table 1; 

Speed zones classified by the analysis software of Catapult Sports and VX Visuallex Sport 

 Speed (km∙h-1) 

Zone Catapult Sports VX 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

0-4 

4-8 

8-12 

12-16 

16-20 

>20 

0-3.9 

4-8 

8.1-11.9 

12-16 

16.1-20.5 

 

3.1.5 Statistical analysis 

A paired sample t-test involving all the GPS metrics was applied to determine if differences 

existed between the two different brands of GPS devices. The frequency distribution of each 

GPS variable was established to assess the assumption of normality, which is required for the 

application of a paired sample t-test. The frequency distribution of each GPS metric was 

accepted as normal if the skewness and kurtosis coefficients lie within the limits of -3 and +3. 

For any GPS variable that did not satisfy the assumption of normality a Wilcoxon signed ranks 

non-parametric test was applied. The Bonferroni correction method was applied to control for 

the increased error associated with the multiple comparisons between the two different brands 

of GPS units, and as a result the level of statistical significance was set at p<0.006. In addition 

to controlling for type I errors, the probability of a type II error is influenced by the power of a 

statistical test. A study conducted by Randers et al. (2010) considered the level of agreement 

between different brands of GPS units, and consequently the results from Randers et al. (2010) 

together with a power of 0.8, which was determined acceptable by the researchers, identified 

that a sample size of ten participants was required to identify an effect within this study. To 

further investigate the agreement between the two different brands of GPS units, the 95% limits 

of agreement (LOA) were calculated. All statistical analysis was performed using statistical 

package for the social sciences (SPSS version 24.0). 
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3.1.6 Results 

Table 2 presents GPS metrics recorded during a single beach volleyball training session using 

the 10 Hz VX Sport VX235 and a 10 Hz Catapult minimaxX S4 GPS units. The distance in 

speed zone 3 and 4 did not meet the assumption of normality and as such, the Wilcoxon signed 

ranks non-parametric test was applied to these GPS metrics. Specifically the paired sample t- 

test identified that only the distance covered between speeds of 16-20.5 km∙h-1 was 

significantly different between the VX235 (1.64 ± 2.62 m) and the Catapult S4 (8.78 ± 7.40 m) 

GPS units. 

Table 2; 

GPS metrics recorded during a beach volleyball training session using the VX235 and Catapult 

S4 devices. 

Variable VX Catapult p value 95% LOA Cohen’s d  

effect size 

Distance total (m) 

Average speed (m∙min-1) 

Max velocity (m∙s-1) 

Distance in speed zone 1 (m) 

Distance in speed zone 2 (m) 

Distance in speed zone 3 (m) 

Distance in speed zone 4 (m) 

Distance in speed zone 5 (m) 

582(445) 

35.9(3.45) 

4.37(0.68) 

316(232) 

206(168) 

50.0(48.3) 

7.82(6.65) 

1.64(2.62) 

628(488) 

38.3(5.66) 

4.07(0.60) 

297(209) 

248(207) 

54.7(51.9) 

19.1(22.6) 

8.78(7.40) 

0.051 

0.009 

0.013 

0.126 

0.008 

0.130 

0.074 

0.006** 

-88.4-180 

-2.36-7.07 

-0.94-0.34 

-95.4-56.4 

-40.0-123 

-13.8-23.2 

-25.3-47.8 

-6.07-20.4 

-0.1 

-0.5 

0.5 

0.1 

-0.2 

-0.1 

-0.8 

-1.4 

Values are displayed as mean (SD). Speed zone 1 =0-3.9 km∙h-1). Speed zone 2 =4-8 km∙h-1). 

Speed zone 3 =8-12 km∙h-1). Speed zone 4 =12-16 km∙h-1). Speed zone 5= 16-20.5 km∙h-1). 

**Significantly different between VX235 and Catapult S4 GPS units. 

 

3.2 Part B 

The results observed in Part A of this thesis confirmed the presence of variability between the 

Catapult S4 and VX235 GPS units for measuring the movement patterns of beach volleyball. 

However the availability of the emerging VX235 GPS device in addition to the ability of this 

device to measure jump count and jump rate, two metrics considered to be important for beach 

volleyball, the VX235 GPS units were applied for the assessment of the movement patterns of 

women’s beach volleyball match-play. 
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3.2.1 Participants 

An observational cohort study was conducted to assess the movement patterns of twenty female 

beach volleyball athletes during two domestic tournaments of the 2017 Australian Beach 

Volleyball Tour. Ten female beach volleyball athletes (mean ± SD: age 18 ± 1 years, height 

178 ± 6 cm, weight 66 ± 7 kg) competed during the Under 23 Australian Beach Volleyball 

Championship (ABVC) and Queensland Open Tournament (mean ± SD: age 24 ± 6 years, 

height 178 ± 6 cm, weight 69 ± 6 kg). Both competitions were held on sections of separate 

beaches in Queensland. Approval was obtained from the Griffith University ethics committee 

prior to the commencement of this study.  

3.2.2 Experimental design 

In order to assess the movement patterns of women’s beach volleyball athletes prior to 

attending the two competitions, the researchers had correspondence with each of the event 

organisers to gather information pertaining to team rankings. Once the team ranking order was 

established an email invitation regarding study participation was sent to the highest ranking 

teams. When the invitation to participate was declined additional invitations were sent to the 

next highest ranked team until the GPS units available (n= 10) for the study had been assigned. 

The athletes who agreed to participate in the study consulted with the researchers in the 

morning of the first day of each competition where they were given a verbal explanation of the 

purpose, methodology, benefits and risks involved with participation followed by the 

opportunity to ask the researchers any questions. Athletes then completed the exercise and sport 

science Australia adult pre-exercise screening tool in addition to an athlete questionnaire 

pertaining to the individual athlete’s performance indicators of beach volleyball including, 

details of the athletes current training status, the number of year of playing experience and the 

highest level of competition the athlete has competed at. The results from the exercise and sport 

science Australia adult pre-exercise screening tool indicated that it was appropriate for all 
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participants to engage in exercise and following the verbal explanation of the study all athletes 

still agreed to participate wherein informed consent was obtained from all athletes. 

The athlete’s height (cm) and mass (kg) was recorded subsequent to being fitted for a 

customized VX Sport harness that would hold the GPS units, in addition to being assigned a 

specific GPS unit (VX Sports VX235) sampling at 10 Hz which they wore for the entirety of 

the competition to account for the possibility of inter-unit variation (Buchheit, Al Haddad, et 

al., 2014). The athletes received their GPS units prior to their warm-up where they were 

instructed to perform their standard warm-up. The utilization of the GPS units during each 

competitive beach volleyball match allowed for the recording of data that is required for the 

characterisation of movement patterns. During each match the winner of each point and 

consequently the outcome and score margin of the match was manually recorded by two 

attending researchers. This information was used to organise the data into sets that ended with 

a large score margin (win and loss >5 points) and sets that ended with a small score margin 

(win and loss <5 points) for subsequent statistical analysis. Additionally, the two researchers 

recorded the real time of key events such as the start and finish of the warm-up and match, as 

well as any extended breaks in match play such as technical time out or the break between sets 

which was information that was used subsequently in the treatment of the data to include only 

match data in the analysis.  

Upon completion of each match the GPS units along with the HR monitor were returned to the 

researchers and the GPS units were switched off to avoid depleting the battery life as well as 

to avoid recording excessive amounts of redundant data. 

3.2.3 GPS equipment  

The movement patterns of the twenty female beach volleyball athletes were collected using 

VX Sport GPS units (VX Sport VX235 Log, Visuallex Sport International Ltd, Lower Hutt, 
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New Zealand) sampling at 10 Hz with a built-in 104 Hz tri-axial accelerometer. The dimensions 

of the VX Sport VX235 GPS units are 72mm x 47mm x 16mm and the unit weighs 

approximately 0.045 kg. The GPS units were fitted to a padded pouch of a customized harness 

which positioned the GPS unit in the centre of the upper back area, slightly superior to the 

scapulae. The athletes were instructed that they could wear the customized harness containing 

the GPS unit underneath or on top of their playing attire according to their preference of 

comfortability and performance.  

Prior to data collection the GPS units were switched on and placed on a stationary flat surface 

horizontally in clear view of the sky for approximately 10-min. The extended 10-min 

synchronisation period was preferred to guarantee synchronisation had occurred, to ensure the 

accurate transmission of information between the satellites and GPS units, and to allow the 

GPS unit to connect with the heart rate (HR) monitor (Ambit3 Peak, Suunto, Vantaa, Finland). 

The real time when the GPS was switched on was recorded by the researchers for use during 

the data treatment process.  

Following the completion of the first competition day of each tournament, individual athlete 

profiles were created on a computer equipped with a GPS proprietary software analysis 

program (v 2.106.0.0, Visuallex Sport International Ltd, Lower Hutt New Zealand). 

Subsequent to the development of the individual athlete profiles at the end of each tournament 

day the GPS data was downloaded to the computer equipped with a GPS proprietary software 

analysis program where the data was trimmed to represent the data for each set during match- 

play for inclusion in the analysis and to exclude all data collected outside match-play. This 

methods of match analysis of the two competitions resulted in 92 individual set files obtained 

from 45 competition matches files.  
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3.2.4 GPS metrics 

The metrics that were included for the analysis of the movement patterns of women’s beach 

volleyball athletes were total distance covered (m), average speed (m∙min-1), peak speed (km∙h- 

1), jumps rate (jumps∙min-1), jump count (num) and player load. The advantageous ability of 

the VX235 GPS units to report the metric of jump count is achieved through the application of 

a complex proprietary algorithm, which involves an accelerometer measured peak 

displacement of 11 cm with a 500 ms gap between consecutive jumps and a minimum jump 

time of 300 ms. The VX software is also capable of reporting the jump rate as the rate of jumps 

that are completed per unit of time. Five distinct speed zones were established and the total 

distance covered in each of the five zones was reported. The total distance that was covered in 

five distinct acceleration and deceleration zones were also included for analysis. In addition 

five distinct heart rate zones were established and the percentage of time spent at a given heart 

rate magnitude that fell within the upper and lower limits of each zone were included for 

analysis along with peak (bpm) and average heart rate (bpm). The VX analysis software is 

capable of separating the heart rate recorded for the entirety of the exercise bout into five 

distinct heart rate zones. Within the VX analysis software the classification of the heart rate 

zones involves calculating the upper and lower heart rate (bpm) of each zone from a percentage 

of the reference value of maximum heart rate, which could only be applied separately to each 

individual athlete. However the percentages from which the upper and lower heart rate (bpm) 

of each zone were calculated could only be applied to all athletes within the VX analysis 

software. Therefore to assign five heart rate zones that were identical for all athletes the largest 

individual athlete peak heart rate measured during both U23 ABVC and the QLD Open 

Tournament was identified and applied as the maximal heart rate for all athletes, which the 

GPS analysis software used to develop five absolute heart rate zones. In addition the age- 

predicted peak heart rate of each individual athlete was identified and applied to the GPS 
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analysis software to develop five zones that expressed heart rate relative to each athlete. 

Subsequent to the development of the five distinct heart rate zones that expressed heart rate as 

both relative and absolute values, the percentage of time that was spent at a given heart rate 

magnitude that fell within the lower and upper limits of each zone was reported for analysis. 

Similarly the GPS software is capable of separating total distance covered into the distance 

covered in five distinct speed zones which are defined by the percentage of peak speed (km.h- 

1). The application of absolute speed zones was implemented for the development of the 

movement patterns of female beach volleyball. The development of absolute speed zones was 

similarly achieved by identifying the peak speed (km∙h-1) that was achieved during both Under 

23 Australian Beach Volleyball Championship and the Queensland Open Tournament, and 

applying this peak speed as the reference value for all athletes. 

The GPS analysis software was also capable of separating the distance covered accelerating 

and decelerating into five acceleration and deceleration zones that are defined as a percentage 

of maximum acceleration and deceleration respectively. Similar to the measures of heart rate 

and speed the five acceleration zones were identical for all athletes and the distance (m) covered 

accelerating and decelerating at a given magnitude within the lower and upper limits of each 

zone was reported for analysis. However the brand of the GPS units applied in this study (VX 

Sport VX235 Log, Visuallex Sport International Ltd, Lower Hutt, New Zealand) like many 

other brands of GPS units, apply a specific complex algorithm for the calculation of 

acceleration and deceleration. Although VX Sport did not share the specific algorithm for the 

calculation of acceleration and deceleration it was identified that for an acceleration to register 

it must quantify as a VX sprint. A VX sprint is defined as starting from any speed, requiring 

an increase of 2.5 km∙h-1 within a second, reaching a maximum speed of 10 km∙h-1 and ending 

when the athlete slows to 75% of the maximum speed reached. 
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3.2.5 Statistical analysis 

The movement profile data for both the U23 ABVC and the QLD Open were organised into 

set 1, 2 and 3 for each competition with each set including all the data for each of the GPS 

movement profile metrics. An independent sample t-test was used to assess whether the 

movement profiles of each set differed between the two competitions. In addition to investigate 

the presence of fatigue with each of the domestic tournaments a paired sample t-test was 

applied to examine whether the average speed (m∙min-1) was different between the first and 

second set of each tournament. Statistical significance for the independent samples and paired 

sample t- test was set to p<0.05. The data from both tournaments were pooled together and 

organised into sets with a large final score margin (win and loss >5 points) and sets with a low 

final score margin (win and loss <5 points). A paired sample t-test was applied to assess 

whether there was a difference in the movement profiles as a result of the score differential. 

The Benjamini- Hochberg correction method was applied to control for the type I error that is 

associated with the large number of comparisons that were involved in investigating whether 

the movement profiles differed between the two competitions or as a result of the score 

differential. The application of the Benjamini-Hochberg correction method resulted in the 

statistical significance for the investigation into whether the movement profiles differed 

between the two competitions or as a result of the score differential of p<0.013 and p<0.028 

respectively. Within Part B of this thesis the researcher accepted a power of 80%. To apply this 

power to determine the appropriate sample size required to identify an effect within Part B of 

this thesis, required a known mean and standard deviation. Consequently, the limited research 

pertaining to the movement patterns of women’s beach volleyball match play resulted in the 

mean and standard deviation were obtained from a validation study of the ability of GPS to 

measure the movement patterns of court-based sports Duffield et al. (2010). Additionally, 

within Part B of this thesis both paired and independent sample t-tests were applied to achieve 
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the primary aim of assessment of the movement patterns of women’s beach volleyball. 

Consequently, the results from the power calculations were that a sample size of thirteen and 

twenty participants were required to identify an effect within this study when paired and 

independent sample t-tests were implemented respectively. All statistical analysis was 

performed using statistical package for the social sciences (SPSS version 24.0). 

3.2.6 Results 

Table 3 presents the mean and standard deviation (SD) of all the GPS metrics for every set of 

both the U23 ABVC and the QLD Open tournament and the mean and standard deviation when 

the data from the two domestic tournaments is combined. The characterisation of the movement 

patterns of women’s beach volleyball established that when the five heart rate zones were set 

as absolute, therefore all athletes from both the U23 ABVC and QLD Open had the same five 

heart rate zones athletes spent the greatest percentage of time with a heart rate between ≤168 

bpm (71.3 ± 30.4%). However when the heart rate zones were set relative to each athletes age 

predicted max heart rate athletes only spent 42.6 ± 31.7% of time in heart rate zone 1 with 

greater percentage of time spent in heart rate zones 2, 3 and 4. Women’s beach volleyball 

athletes cover a total absolute distance of 555 ± 129 m and an average speed of 36.2 ± 3.2 

m∙min-1. When the total distance covered is separated into the distance covered in five distinct 

speed zones a large percentage of the total distance is covered within the range of 0-3.9 km∙h-

1 (274 ± 63.6 m) and 3.9-7.8 km∙h-1 (203 ± 57.3). The distance covered in five discrete 

acceleration zones only represents a small percentage of the total distance covered and a 

significant proportion of the total distance in all five acceleration zones is coved accelerating 

at a rate between 2.6-6 m∙s-2 (36.1 ± 19.8 m). 

Table 3 also identifies the GPS movement patterns metrics that were significantly different 

between the two domestic tournaments. Specifically the athletes who competed in the U23 

ABVC reported significantly greater values for the physiological measures of peak heart rate 
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(bpm, p = 0.002) average heart rate (bpm, p = 0.005) and the percentage of time spent with a 

heart rate ≤168 bpm (p = 0.013) and between 178.6-189 bpm (p = 0.005) and 189.1-203.7 bpm 

(p = 0.028) compared to athletes who competed in the QLD Open competition. For the physical 

measure of women’s beach volleyball, athletes who competed in the QLD Open tournament 

covered significantly greater distances in speed zone 2 (4-7.8 km∙h-1, p = 0.004) and in 

deceleration zone 3 (-1.6 to -2.5 m∙s-2, p = 0.02) compared to athletes who competed in the U23 

ABVC. In addition athletes who competed in the QLD Open tournament reported a 

significantly greater number of jumps (p = 0.001) and consequently had a significantly greater 

jump rate (jump.min-1, p = 0.000) compared to athletes who competed in the U23 ABVC.  
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Table 3; 

GPS metrics recorded during the two domestic beach volleyball competitions using the 

VX235 GPS units. 

Variable QLD Open U23 ABVC Combined Cohen’s d  

effect size 

Distance total (m) 

Average speed (m∙min-1) 

Max Speed (km∙h-1) 

Athlete load 

Jump rate (jump∙min-1) 

Jump count (num) 

Distance in speed zone 1 (m) 

Distance in speed zone 2 (m) 

Distance in speed zone 3 (m) 

Distance in speed zone 4 (m) 

Distance in speed zone 5 (m) 

Distance in acceleration zone 1 (m) 

Distance in acceleration zone 2 (m) 

Distance in acceleration zone 3 (m) 

Distance in acceleration zone 4 (m) 

Distance in acceleration zone 5 (m) 

Distance in deceleration zone 1 (m) 

Distance in deceleration zone 2 (m) 

Distance in deceleration zone 3 (m) 

Distance in deceleration zone 4 (m) 

Distance in deceleration zone 5 (m) 

Average HR (bpm) 

Peak HR (bpm) 

% time in absolute HR zone 1 

% time in absolute HR zone 2 

% time in absolute HR zone 3  

% time in absolute HR zone 4 

% time in absolute HR zone 5 

% time in relative HR zone 1 

% time in relative HR zone 2 

% time in relative HR zone 3 

% time in relative HR zone 4 

% time in relative HR zone 5 

 

555(129) 

36.2(3.2) 

13.9(1.81) 

5.17(1.33) 

0.41(0.56) 

6.19(8.00) 

274(63.6) 

230(57.3) 

45.7(18.4) 

5.03(6.22) 

0.22(0.79) 

0.00(0.00) 

0.08(0.63) 

9.08(8.29) 

36.1(19.8) 

0.44(1.38) 

0.00(0.00) 

1.06(1.75) 

1.95(2.48) 

1.27(2.60) 

0.00(0.00) 

159(12.0) 

175(12.0) 

71.3(30.4) 

19.4(19.5) 

7.45(15.5) 

1.51(5.27) 

0.30(2.27) 

42.6(31.7) 

24.4(14.5) 

21.4(19.0) 

11.2(18.9) 

0.46(2.39) 

543(113) 

36.0(4.1) 

14.0(1.81) 

5.11(1.01) 

0.10(0.30)** 

2.46(4.28)** 

286(64.5) 

206(52.0)** 

45.6(18.5) 

4.98(4.64) 

0.29(0.82) 

0.00(0.00) 

0.61(3.06) 

10.7(8.67) 

35.8(20.3) 

0.23(0.92) 

0.00(0.00) 

0.80(1.64) 

1.24(1.76)** 

1.63(2.19) 

0.02(0.18) 

165(12.3)** 

183(12.4)** 

57.4(32.7)** 

23.5(16.7) 

14.8(17.9)** 

4.17(11.4)** 

0.07(0.48) 

37.0(29.4) 

26.0(14.5) 

23.2(18.1) 

12.6(18.0) 

1.11(4.72) 

547(118) 

36.1(3.82) 

14.0(1.80) 

5.13(1.15) 

0.20(0.43) 

3.71(6.04) 

282(64.3) 

214(54.9) 

45.7(18.4) 

4.99(5.21) 

0.27(0.81) 

0.00(0.00) 

0.43(2.53) 

10.1(8.55) 

35.9(20.1) 

0.30(1.10) 

0.00(0.00) 

0.89(1.68) 

1.48(2.05) 

1.50(2.33) 

0.01(0.15) 

163(12.5) 

179(12.5) 

63.4(32.4) 

21.8(18.0) 

11.6(17.2) 

3.03(9.33) 

0.17(1.53) 

39.3(30.4) 

25.3(14.5) 

22.4(18.4) 

12.1(18.3) 

0.84(3.92) 

0.1 

0.1 

-0.1 

0.1 

0.7 

0.6 

-0.2 

0.4 

0.4 

0.0 

-0.1 

- 

-0.3 

-0.2 

0.0 

0.2 

- 

0.2 

0.3 

-0.2 

- 

-0.5 

-0.7 

0.4 

-0.2 

-0.4 

-0.3 

0.2 

0.2 

-0.1 

-0.1 

-0.1 

-0.2 

** Significantly different between the U23 ABVC and QLD Open competitions 
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Figure 1 displays the mean distance travelled in the absolute speed zones for every set of the 

U23 ABVC and the QLD Open competition. Specifically athletes who competed in the QLD 

Open competition covered greater distances between the speeds of 4-7.8 km∙h-1 compared to 

the athletes who competed in the U23 ABVC. 

 

Figure 1. Mean distance (m) travelled in each of the five speed zones. *Significantly lower 

than QLD Open. 

 

Figure 2 presents the mean average speed (m∙min-1) for all set 1 and set 2 data from both the 

U23 ABVC and the QLD Open tournament. Within each tournament a significant decrease 

was observed between the average speed (m∙min-1) of the second set compared to the first. 
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Figure 2. Comparison between the average speed (m∙min-1) for set 1 and set 2 for both 

tournaments. *Significantly lower than Set 1. 

 

Although some differences were observed between the GPS metrics reported during the U23 

ABVC and the QLD Open tournament the mean values for most of the metrics with significant 

difference were very small. In addition the absence of statistical significant differences between 

the majority of the GPS metrics the data from the two domestic beach volleyball competitions 

was combined and grouped according to the score margin differential at the end of each set to 

determine the effect of score margin on the movement patterns of women’s beach volleyball. 

Table 4 presents the sets from both U23 ABVC and the QLD Open competition that finished 

with a small score margin differential (win and loss <5 points) and a large score margin 

differential (win and loss >5 points). The physical performance GPS metrics that displayed no 

significant difference as a result of the score margin were jump rate, jump count, distance 
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covered accelerating between 0.6-1.5 m∙s-2 and 6.1-8 m∙s-2 and the distance covered 

decelerating between 1.6-2.5 m∙s-2 and 2.6-6 m∙s-2. For the physiological measures of heart rate 

the percentage of time spent with a heart rate between the range of 168.1-178.5 bpm was 

significantly greater when the sets finished with a small score margin (win and loss <5 points) 

compared to when the set finished with a large score margin (win and loss >5 points). All other 

physiological measure of heart rate displayed no significant difference between the sets that 

ended with a small score margin compared to a sets that ended with large score margin.  

Table 4; 

Sets that finished with a large score margin (win & loss >5 points) compared to sets that 

finished with a small score margin (win & loss <5 points) in both U23 ABVC and the QLD 

Open. 

Variable  Large margin Small margin t  Cohen’s d  

effect size 

Distance total (m) 

Average speed (m∙min-1) 

Max speed (km∙h-1) 

Athlete load 

Jump rate (jumps∙min-1) 

Jump count (num) 

Distance in speed zone 1 (m) 

Distance in speed zone 2 (m) 

Distance in speed zone 3 (m) 

Distance in speed zone 4 (m) 

Distance in speed zone 5 (m) 

Distance in acceleration zone 1 (m) 

Distance in acceleration zone 2 (m) 

Distacne in acceleration zone 3 (m) 

Distance in acceleration zone 4 (m) 

Distance in acceleration zone 5 (m) 

Distance in deceleration zone 1 (m) 

Distance in deceleration zone 2 (m) 

Distance in deceleration zone 3 (m) 

Distance in deceleration zone 4 (m) 

Distance in deceleration zone 5 (m) 

 

499(95.9) 

35.2(3.90) 

13.3(1.74) 

4.58(0.98) 

0.35(0.52) 

4.75(5.55) 

257(49.7) 

201(48.9) 

38.1(15.5) 

2.90(3.89) 

0.10(0.36) 

0.00a(0.00) 

0.90(4.24) 

7.62(7.67) 

27.5(15.0) 

0.31(1.13) 

0.00a(0.00) 

1.14(1.91) 

1.34(1.78) 

1.24(2.80) 

0.00a(0.00) 

679(88.1) 

37.4(3.37) 

14.7(1.66) 

6.37(0.95) 

0.25(0.44) 

5.90(8.08) 

351(60.7) 

260(52.6) 

59.0(17.6) 

7.81(6.35) 

0.50(1.20) 

0.00a(0.00) 

0.17(0.88) 

13.6(9.35) 

48.9(21.4) 

0.48(1.48) 

0.00a(0.00) 

0.42(0.93) 

1.62(2.18) 

1.74(2.24) 

0.00a(0.00) 

-8.99** 

-2.76* 

-3.68** 

-8.68** 

1.04 

-0.85 

-7.27** 

-5.80** 

-6.74** 

-4.73** 

-2.26* 

a. 

1.21 

-3.68** 

-6.14** 

-0.73 

a. 

2.63* 

-0.76 

-0.95 

- 

-0.2 

-0.6 

-0.8 

-1.9 

0.2 

-0.2 

-1.7 

-1.2 

-1.3 

-1.0 

-0.6 

- 

0.3 

-0.7 

-1.2 

-1.0 

- 

-0.5 

-0.1 

-0.2 

- 

a. t cannot be computed because the standard deviation of both groups is 0. *<0.05, **≤0.001 
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Chapter 4 – Discussion 

The aim of this thesis was to examine the movement patterns of women’s beach volleyball 

using GPS technology, which was addressed through two separate studies. Specifically, Part A 

of this thesis provided a comparison between an emerging new GPS system (VX) and a well- 

established GPS system (Catapult), to investigate if differences exist between the two GPS 

systems when quantifying the movement patterns of beach volleyball match-play. The main 

finding from Part A was that with the exception of the distance (m) travelled between the speeds 

of 4-8 km∙h-1 and 16-20.5 km∙h-1, there were no statistically significant differences present 

between the Catapult S4 and VX235 GPS devices when they were applied to measure the 

movement patterns of beach volleyball. The main findings of Part B identified: 1) the physical 

and physiological characteristics of women’s beach volleyball match play both displayed 

longer periods of lower intensity activity interspersed with short bouts of higher intensity 

activity; 2) there were minimal differences between the two domestic beach volleyball 

competitions; 3) when the set ended with a small score margin differential (win and loss <5 

points) greater values were reported for the majority of the GPS metrics; 4) during both the 

U23 ABVC and the QLD Open there was a significant decrease in the measure of average 

speed from set one to set two suggesting evidence of player fatigue. 

4.1 Part A 

The main finding from Part A identified that the Catapult S4 units used in this thesis reported 

a distance of 8.78±7.40 m covered between the speeds of 16-20.5 km∙h-1, which was 

significantly greater than the VX235 GPS units that reported a distance of 1.64±2.62 m covered 

between the speeds of 16-20.5 km∙h-1.While no previous studies have compared Catapult GPS 

units to VX GPS units, previous studies have compared each of the units applied in this thesis 

with other GPS devices. Similar to the results observed in Part A of this thesis, Johnston et al. 

(2014) observed that for running speeds between 0-13.99 km∙h-1, Catapult S4 GPS units 
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reported a greater distance covered (821.5±99.5 m), compared to the GPSport SPI-Pro GPS 

units (810.3±108.3 m). Moreover, the Catapult S4 units reported 603±56.1 seconds and 31.1±5 

seconds of time spent running at speeds between 0-13.99 km∙h-1 and >20.0 km∙h-1 respectively, 

which was significantly greater than the GPSport SPI-Pro units (564±57 seconds and 26.1±7.5 

seconds). In addition, Buchheit, Allen, et al. (2014) observed that a VX340a 4 Hz GPS device 

slightly underestimated the distances ran at 7.2 km∙h-1, compared to Johnston et al. (2014) who 

also observed that the Catapult S4 device reported significantly greater values for distance 

covered very high speed running (>20 km∙h-1), which is similar to the significantly greater 

distances covered in the highest speed zone (16-20.5 km∙h-1) report by the Catapult S4 in this 

thesis. In contrast, Buchheit, Allen, et al. (2014) identified that the VX340a 4 Hz GPS device 

slightly overestimated the distances ran at the higher speed of 19.8 km∙h-1 compared to a 

measured 200 m oval running track. Both Buchheit, Allen, et al. (2014) and Johnston et al. 

(2014) reported that compared to a GPSport device Catapult S4 and VX340a devices report 

greater measures of peak speed. The results from this thesis are dissimilar to Buchheit, Allen, 

et al. (2014), given the small range between the lower and upper limits of agreement would 

suggest that, for the measure of max velocity there is a strong agreement between the VX235 

and Catapult S4 device. 

In agreement with previous research, the results from Part A of this thesis indicate that 

differences exists between the Catapult S4 and VX235 GPS devices for measuring the 

movement patterns of beach volleyball. In addition, the significantly greater values reported by 

the Catapult S4 units for distances covered between speeds of 16-20 km∙h-1, agree with 

previous research that has separately examined the brands of Catapult and VX GPS units 

compared to other brands of GPS units. The significant time-efficient advantage associated 

with GPS technology (Beato et al., 2018; Buchheit, Allen, et al., 2014) has resulted in a 

significant increase in the popularity of this microtechnology in field-based team sports which 
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has also resulted in several different commercially available GPS brands for the application as 

a player tracking technology within a particular sport and between different sports (Petersen et 

al., 2009). Therefore it is important to collect data simultaneously using different GPS brands 

to assess the level of agreement and attempt to account for the between-system differences to 

allow subsequent comparisons to be made between the different systems and to facilitate the 

interchangeability of the various GPS manufacturer systems (Buchheit, Allen, et al., 2014). 

The findings from this thesis that differences exists between the Catapult S4 and VX235 GPS 

devices for measuring the movement patterns of beach volleyball is important information to 

understand when considering the practical application of GPS technology in addition to using 

this knowledge to account for differences between GPS devices (Buchheit, Allen, et al., 2014). 

The results form Part A of the current thesis provide no information pertaining to the validity 

and reliability of either GPS device for measuring the movement patterns of beach volleyball. 

As a result no conclusion can be made regarding which GPS device provides superior measure 

of the movement patterns of beach volleyball. Therefore, future research should compare the 

measures of GPS devices to other player tracking technologies to determine the validity and 

reliability of GPS devices for measuring the movement patterns of beach volleyball. However, 

it is clear that these GPS systems cannot be used interchangeably when quantifying the activity 

profile of beach volleyball match-play. 

4.2 Part B 

4.2.1 Characterisation of the movement patterns of women’s beach volleyball 

Acknowledging the variability between the Catapult S4 and VX235 GPS devices in 

conjunction with the availability and advantage of measuring jumps, the VX235 GPS device 

was applied to the U23 ABVC and the QLD Open competitions to characterise the movement 

patterns of women’s beach volleyball match-play. The main findings from this investigation 

established that for the physiological measures of heart rate athletes reported an average heart 
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rate of 144 ± 48.1 bpm and an average peak heart rate of 160 ± 53.0 bpm. Establishing five 

identical heart rate zones for all athletes within the VX analysis software resulted in athletes 

spending 71.3 ± 30.4% of time with a heart rate less than 80% of maximum heart rate. Previous 

literature pertaining to beach volleyball is limited however Magalhaes, Inacio, Oliveira, 

Ribeiro, and Ascensao (2011) reported similar results determining that during match-play male 

beach volleyball athletes had an average heart rate of 146 bpm and that on average one third of 

the match was played with a heart rate greater than 80%. The current thesis also identified that 

when the heart rate zones were defined relative to each athlete’s age predicted maximum heart 

rate 42.5 ± 31.7% of time was spent with a heart rate less than 80% and consequently 

approximately 60% of time was spent with a heart rate greater than 80% of athlete’s age 

predicted maximum heart rate. These results are dissimilar to the results reported by 

(Magalhaes et al., 2011) which is most likely attributed to the methodological difference of 

reporting an average max heart rate to represent the maximum heart rate of all athletes 

(Magalhaes et al., 2011) opposed to the current thesis which reported each athlete’s age 

predicted max heart rate. 

One acknowledged limitation of the current thesis is the configuration of the heart rate zones 

such that the lowest zone encompasses any heart rate from ≤80% of the maximum heart rate as 

this configuration is incapable of determining the specific characteristics of the lower heart rate 

values. Collectively the results from previous literature is in support of the physiological heart 

rate results of the current thesis indicate that women’s beach volleyball match-play is 

intermittent with a large majority of time spent at low to moderate intensities interspersed with 

brief high intensity bouts. 

When describing the physical characteristics of women’s beach volleyball the VX235 GPS unit 

identified 555 ± 129 m of total absolute distance covered and an average speed of 36.2 ± 3.24 

m∙min-1. In addition, when the total distance covered is separated into the distance covered in 
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five distinct speed zones a large percentage of the total distance is covered in speed zone 1 (274 

± 63.6 m) and speed zone 2 (203 ± 57.3 m). Acknowledging the increased energy demands 

associated with acceleration efforts (Osgnach et al., 2010) it was important to investigate the 

five acceleration zones that are provided by the VX software analysis system. Specifically, the 

VX235 GPS unit identified that during women’s beach volleyball match-play the total distance 

coved accelerating was small compared to the overall distance. In addition, a large proportion 

of the total distance covered accelerating was between 2.6 m∙s-2 and 6 m∙s-2. However, 

dissimilar to the application of GPS technology to field-based team sports, the application of 

GPS technology to court-based sports has not developed as rapidly, in part due to many court-

based sports being competed indoors, thus obstructing the transmission of information from 

orbiting satellites and rendering GPS technology ineffective (Larsson, 2003). Consequently the 

literature surrounding the physical characteristics of beach volleyball and similar court-based 

sports is limited. However, the peak speed value of 14.0±1.8 km∙h-1 reported in this thesis 

during women’s beach volleyball match-play, is similar to the peak speed values reported for 

movement patterns considered to reflect the movements of court-based sports in the validation 

studies of Duffield et al. (2010) (3.3±1.5 m∙s-1) and Vickery et al. (2014) (3.3±0.3 m∙s-1). 

Moreover, tennis is one particular court-based sport that is competed outdoors which has 

resulted in the application of GPS technology to understand the activity profile in this sport. 

The total distance covered during women’s beach volleyball match play (547±118 m) reported 

in this thesis, is dissimilar to the total distance reported during tennis matches played on clay 

(2656.9 ± 220.2 m) and hard court (2012.3 ± 295.8 m) (Adriano Pereira et al., 2016) suggesting 

that a greater intensity is associated with tennis match play. However, it has been established 

that a more appropriate representation of match intensity involves reporting the distance 

relative to the match duration (Aughey, 2010). Therefore given Adriano Pereira et al. (2016) 

reported the shortest match duration to be 61.7 min and previous research has reported an 
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average duration of 39 ± 18 min for women’s beach volleyball match play (Palao et al., 2012), 

consequently if Adriano Pereira et al. (2016) had reported distance relative to the match 

duration (m∙min-1) this value may have been similar to the average speed of women’s beach 

volleyball match play (36.1±3.82 m∙min-1) reported in this thesis. Additionally, Adriano Pereira 

et al. (2016) reported the distance (m) covered walking (0-5.5 km∙h-1), jogging (5.5-7.0 km∙h-

1), cruising (7.0-10.0 km∙h-1), striding (10.0-15.0 km∙h-1), high intensity running (15.0-18.0 

km∙h-1) and sprinting (>18.0 km∙h-1). Adriano Pereira et al. (2016) categories of walking, 

jogging, cruising, striding, high intensity running and sprinting possessed similar speed ranges 

to speed zone 1 (0-3.9 km∙h-1), speed zone 2 (4-8 km∙h-1), speed zone 3 (8.1-11.9 km∙h-1), speed 

zone 4 (12-16 km∙h-1), and speed zone 5 (16.1-20.5 km∙h-1), implemented in this thesis. The 

distance covered walking (1651±220.9 m), jogging (156.6±68.5 m), cruising (117.8±36.6 m), 

striding (66.3±18.7 m), high intensity running (13.0±7.9 m) and sprinting (7.2±9.3 m) during 

tennis matches played on hard courts, are greater than the distance covered in the five speed 

zones reported in this thesis during women’s beach volleyball match-play. However similar to 

the measure of total distance the magnitude of difference between the results from Adriano 

Pereira et al. (2016) and this thesis could possibly be mitigated if both studies had reported the 

average speed (m∙min-1) covered in each speed zone was reported. More significantly, Adriano 

Pereira et al. (2016) identify that the majority of the total distance (2012.3±295.8 m) was 

covered performing lower intensity locomotor activities such as walking (1651±220.9 m) and 

jogging (156.6±68.5 m), and only small distances were covered performing higher intensity 

locomotor activities such as high intensity running (13.0±7.9 m) and sprinting (7.2±9.3 m). 

Similar to Adriano Pereira et al. (2016)the results from this thesis identify that the majority of 

the total distance covered during women’s beach volleyball match-play (547±118 m), was 

covered between speeds of 0-3.9 km∙h-1 (282±64.3 m) and between speeds of 4-8 km∙h-1 
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(214±54.9 m), and only small distances were covered between speeds of 8.1-11.9 km∙h-1 

(45.7±18.4 m) and between speeds of 12-16 km∙h-1 (4.99±5.21 m).  

The results pertaining to the physical measures suggest that the majority of women’s beach 

volleyball match-play is spent performing lower intensity movements interspersed with brief 

high intensity movements. 

4.2.2 Comparison between two domestic beach volleyball competitions 

Another main finding from Part B of this thesis was with the exception of four physical and 

five physiological measure there was no significant difference between the movement patterns 

of the two domestic competitions. During the QLD Open the physical measure of jump count 

(6.19±8.0), jump rate (0.41±0.56 jumps∙min-1), distance covered in deceleration zone 3 

(1.95±2.48 m), and the distance covered in speed zone 2 (230±57.3 m), were significantly 

greater compared to the U23 ABVC (jump count; 2.46±4.28, jump rate; 0.1±0.3 jumps∙min-1, 

distance covered in deceleration zone 3; 1.24±1.76 m, distance covered in speed zone 2; 

206±52.0 m). Previous research that has investigated the differences in the physical movement 

pattern measures between different competitions levels have established that for the field-based 

team sports of international rugby sevens and elite Australian football significantly greater 

measures for high intensity movements were reported compared to the domestic or sub-elite 

equivalents (Brewer et al., 2010; Higham et al., 2012). In addition during international rugby 

sevens competition lower values were reported for lower intensity movement compared to 

domestic rugby sevens competition (Higham et al., 2012). McLellan and Lovell (2013) 

identified that elite level rugby league players covered an average distance of 8371±897 m 

during a whole match, which was significantly greater than elite junior competition (4646±978 

m). In addition McLellan and Lovell (2013) identified that during a whole match elite rugby 

league players reported a maximum speed of 31.5±3.6 km∙h-1 and a total sprint distance of 

413±60 m, which were significantly greater than the elite junior competition (25.6±2.8 km∙h-1 
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and 237±48 m respectively). The significantly greater values reported during elite rugby league 

competition suggests that greater intensities are associated with higher levels of competition. 

The lack of difference between the physical measures of movement patterns between the two 

domestic beach volleyball competitions observed in this thesis are dissimilar to findings from 

the previous research suggest that not only do the physical movement patterns differ between 

competition levels but greater intensities are associated with superior levels of competition.  

The findings from this thesis also identified that athletes who competed during the U23 ABVC 

reported measures of average (165 ± 12.3 bpm) and maximum heart rate (183 ± 12.4 bpm) 

were significantly greater compared to the QLD Opens competition (159 ± 12 bpm; 175 ± 12 

bpm respectively). Consequently when the heart rate zones were identical for all athletes, the 

athletes who competed in the U23 ABVC reported a greater percentage of time spent with a 

heart rate between 178.6-189 bpm and 189.1-203.7 (14.8 ± 17.9%; 4.17 ± 11.4% respectively) 

compared to athletes who competed in the QLD Open tournament (7.45 ± 15.5%; 1.51 ± 5.27% 

respectively). In addition athletes that competed in the QLD Open competition spent a greater 

percentage of time in heart rate zone 1 (71.3 ± 30.4%) compared to the athletes that competed 

in the U23 ABVC (57.4 ± 32.7%). The innovative application of GPS technology to describe 

the effect of competition level on the movement patterns of field-based team sport athletes has 

been limited to the measures of physical movement patterns previous described (Brewer et al., 

2010; Higham et al., 2012; McLellan & Lovell, 2013) and as such the availability of literature 

pertaining to the effect of competition level on the physiological measures of heart rate is 

modest. However, Portillo et al. (2014) observed while not significantly different the mean and 

maximum heart rate of female ruby sevens athletes during international competition were 

greater than athletes who competed during national competitions. Portillo et al. (2014) also 

observed that international rugby sevens athletes spent a significantly greater percentage of 

time with a heart rate greater than 95% of maximum heart rate. Portillo et al. (2014) concluded 
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form these results that higher match intensity is associated with a higher level of competition 

performance. The results of the current thesis are similar to Portillo et al. (2014) given that 

different competitions resulted in difference in the physiological measures of average and 

maximum heart rate. In addition the similarities between the results of this thesis and the results 

from Portillo et al. (2014) extend to the greater percentage of time spent within heart rate zones 

of a higher percentage or maximum heart rate, associated with the competition that reported 

the greater measures of average and maximum heart rate. Dissimilar to Portillo et al. (2014) 

the significantly greater average and maximum heart rate reported during the U23 ABVC did 

not result in significant differences in the percentage of time spent at any of the five heart rate 

zones when the heart rate zones were defined relative to each athletes age predicted maximum 

heart rate. In addition, Portillo et al. (2014) also observed that the competition which reported 

the greatest physiological values also reported significantly greater physical measures of total 

distance, average speed, average number of sprints and distance covered sprinting and greater 

distances for the majority of the speed zones. These findings from Portillo et al. (2014) are also 

dissimilar to the finding from this thesis which as previously discussed identified a lack of 

difference between the majority of the physical measures of movement patterns during 

women’s beach volleyball match play. Together the results from the current thesis and Portillo 

et al. (2014) pertaining to the physiological measures of heart rate suggest that a factor other 

than the different competitions may have produced the higher average and maximum heart rate 

values that were reported for the U23 ABVC in the current thesis. It is possible that a difference 

in heat stress or the quality of sand could represent the factor or both contribute to the higher 

average and maximum heart rate values without a concurrent increase in the physical measures 

that were reported for the U23 ABVC in the current thesis, and as such not considering these 

factors is an acknowledged limitation of the current thesis and should be considered in any 

future research.  
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The findings from this thesis have established that the majority of both the physical and 

physiological movement patterns are not significantly different between the U23 ABVC and 

the QLD Open and as such the movement patterns of the two domestic competitions can be 

combined to consider the effect of score margin differential on the movement patterns of 

women’s beach volleyball. 

4.2.3 Identification of fatigue within matches 

In this thesis it was identified that during the U23 ABVC competition the average speed 

significantly decreased from the first set (36.5 ± 3.86 m∙min-1) to the second set (35.5 ± 3.86 

m∙min-1) and a similar significant decrease was observed for the average speed from the first 

set (37.3 ± 3.23 m∙min-1) to the second set (35.3 ± 3.06 m∙min-1) during the QLD Open 

competition. Following the development of sport-specific GPS technology the application of 

this microtechnology to field-based team sports has been extensive. Consequently the 

knowledge pertaining to the movement patterns of field-based team sports increased and the 

application of GPS technology began to focus on understanding contextual factors such as 

fatigue and what effect they have on the movement patterns of competition. The previous study 

of Tee et al. (2017) identified that average speed (m∙min-1) was deceased in the second half of 

rugby union matches for both positional groups of backs and forwards. In addition, Higham et 

al. (2012) also identified reductions in the average speed in the second half of rugby sevens 

matches compared to the first half. The decrease in the average speed observed in the second 

set of both domestic beach volleyball competitions are similar to the results of previous 

research that has applied GPS technology to examine the effect of fatigue on the movement 

patterns of various field-based team sports. A limitation of the current thesis is the examination 

of only average speed to describe fatigue compared to the additional GPS metrics of maximal 

velocity (m∙s-1), average speed covered in discrete speed zones and the frequencies of sprints 

and accelerations (Higham et al., 2012; Tee et al., 2017). Future research should focus on 
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developing a greater understanding of the movement patterns of beach volleyball to determine 

which additional GPS would be most sensitive to detecting fatigue within beach volleyball. 

The identification of a decrease in the average speed from set one to set two observed in the 

current thesis suggests that during the level of women’s beach volleyball match-play examined 

in the current thesis there is a reduction in the intensity of match-play between the first and 

second set which is likely as a consequence of fatigue. 

4.2.4 The effect of score margin on the movement patterns of women’s beach volleyball 

The main finding of this analysis was, with the exception of seven GPS metrics, the majority 

of GPS metrics were significantly greater for the sets that ended with a small score margin 

(won and lost < 5 points) compared to the sets that ended with a large score margin (won and 

lost > 5). The continual growth regarding the knowledge of athlete movement patterns has led 

to the innovative application of GPS technology to explain the effect of a variety of contextual 

factors on athlete movement patterns. The performance outcome and score margin differential 

are two important contextual factors that have been considered in the literature due to both of 

these factors being applied as a direct assessment of sporting performance. The results from 

this study are in agreement with previous research which identified that when an AFL quarter 

was lost and the score margin was small, high intensity efforts were increased (Sullivan et al., 

2014) and high speed running (4.17-10.0 m∙s-1) during rugby sevens matches was greater when 

the score differential was close (Murray & Varley, 2015). However some previous studies have 

produced dissimilar results such as rugby league matches that reported greater physical 

demands when performances were won and score margins were moderate (7-17 points) and 

large (≥18 points) (Gabbett, 2013) and the increase in average acceleration (≥2.78 m∙s-2) during 

rugby sevens matches that were won (Murray & Varley, 2015). 

The findings from this study of the movement patterns of women’s beach volleyball provides 

additional knowledge to the previous research regarding the effect of score margin differential 
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on athlete movement patterns. When considered alongside the previous research the results of 

the current thesis provides additional knowledge regarding the effect of performance outcome 

and score margin on athlete movement patterns. Taken together the results from this thesis in 

conjunction with previous research provide evidence that the effect of performance outcome 

and score margin on athlete movement patterns has been assessed from a variety of different 

sporting competitions and indeed the specific sporting competition could influence the result. 

If we consider rugby league, performance success is associated with more possession of the 

ball which allows for more movement to occur which could explain the dissimilar result of 

higher physical demands when rugby league matches were won compared to the results of this 

study and other previous research (Sullivan et al., 2014). 

In addition, to the difference in sporting competition another significant difference between the 

previous research of Sullivan et al. (2014) compared to Gabbett (2013) is the duration of the 

period during which the movement patterns were considered. The current thesis observed the 

differences in movement patterns as a result of the final score margin of the sets of beach 

volleyball which are short in duration as is an AFL quarter considered by Sullivan et al. (2014), 

when compared to the duration of a full match of rugby league considered by Gabbett (2013). 

When applying these findings to general periods of match play such as halves or whole games 

which are conventionally longer in duration the use of shorter rolling averages may provide a 

more sensitive measure as it has been demonstrated for detecting the most intense period of 

match play compared to longer predefined periods (Delaney et al., 2015). The results from this 

thesis have identified that during women’s beach volleyball match play sets that end with a 

small score margin differential (win and loss <5 points) will consequently display greater 

values for both physical and physiological measures of athlete movement patterns. 
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4.3 Conclusion 

In conclusion this thesis is the first to apply GPS technology to quantify the movement patterns 

of women’s beach volleyball and examine the effect of playing level, fatigue and score margin 

differential on the movement patterns. It was established that women’s beach volleyball 

athletes cover an average absolute distance of 555 ± 129 m and that a majority of this distance 

was covered at speeds ranging from 0 km.h-1 to 7.8 km.h-1. Minimal difference was observed 

between the two domestic beach volleyball competitions of U23 Australian beach volleyball 

championships and the Queensland Open tournament in addition to both domestic tournaments 

displaying a significant decrease in the average speed measured during the second set 

suggesting the presence of fatigue. Finally it was identified that relative to a large score margin 

differential (win and loss >5 points) a small score margin differential (min & loss <5 points) 

resulted in significantly greater values for the majority of the movement pattern GPS metrics. 

4.4 Limitations 

While the research design of this thesis was considered the most appropriate approach to 

answer the research aims and objectives, there are some limitations that have been considered. 

A power calculation confirmed a sample size of 10 participants was required for Part A of this 

thesis to have to have a power of 80%, which was considered an acceptable level of power by 

the researcher. Therefore, the sample size of 5 participants that was achieved for Part A is a 

limitation of this thesis. Consequently, the results o Part A of tis thesis should be considered 

with caution and further research is required to determine the level of agreement between the 

VX235 and Catapult S4 GPS units.  

Any object that reduces the clear view of the sky such as roofs, trees and high stadium 

grandstands will negatively affect the transmission of information between the satellites and 

GPS unit which will result in a reduced accuracy of the GPS unit measurements. The 

researchers observed that the venues of the U23 ABVC and the QLD Open Tournament 
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(sections of Queensland’s Coolangatta and Surfers Paradise beach), were free from objects that 

were considered to obstruct the signal transmission between the satellites and the GPS unit. 

However, the signal quality during data collection can be quantified by reporting the number 

of satellites that are interacting with the GPS receiver, and the geometric organisation of the 

satellites, known as the horizontal dilution of precision (HDOP) (Malone, Lovell, Varley, & 

Coutts, 2017). Therefore, the inability of the applied GPS units to measure the number of 

satellites that are interacting with the GPS unit and the HDOP during data collection is a 

limitation of this thesis. 

It is well-established that the ability of technology to accurately measure what it is intended 

to measure, and have the ability to reproduce those accurate values on repeat occasions, 

largely determines the value of that technology within it chosen field of application (Beato 

et al., 2018; Larsson, 2003). Therefore acknowledging the validity and reliability of the 

VX235 GPS unit that was applied in this thesis is would be considered essential. As 

previously discussed there is an increase in the energy costs associated with different forms 

of locomotion on sand opposed to firm ground running (Gaudino et al., 2013; Pinnington 

& Dawson, 2001a, 2001b). This may suggest that the previously reported validity and 

reliability of VX GPS units (Buchheit et al., 2014; Malone, Collins, McRobert, Morton, & 

Doran, 2014; Petersen, 2013), may also differ as a result of the playing surface. 

Consequently, another limitation of this thesis is the omission of the validity and the test-

re- test reliability, which was unable to be obtained from the literature as a result of the 

limited use of the VX235 GPS units in conjunction with the limited use of GPS on sand 

surface, and the exclusion of any procedure to measure these within the current thesis. As 

such the results from this thesis should be considered as exploratory until such time that 

the validity and the test-re- test reliability of the VX235 GPS units on sand is established.  
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4.5 Practical applications 

The application of VX 235 GPS units to the court-based sport of beach volleyball was able 

to identify essential physical and physiological characteristics in addition to the effect of 

fatigue and score margin differential on the movement patterns of women’s beach 

volleyball match- play. The physical and physiological measures identified women’s beach 

volleyball to be an intermittent sport which involves long periods of low intensity 

interspersed with brief bout of high intensity activities. This information could be used by 

coaches and practitioners to develop optimal training programs that reflect the intensity of 

competition. Moreover although the majority of GPS metrics showed no difference 

between the two domestic beach volleyball tournaments the continued application of GPS 

technology to a greater variety of tournaments may identify tournaments levels that are 

significantly different, consequently allowing training to be more specifically tailored for 

the exact level of competition athletes are likely to encounter. The reduction in the intensity 

of match-play between the first and second set and an increased intensity as a result of a 

small score margin differential suggest strategies are required by coaches and practitioners 

to reduce fatigue within a match which may increased subsequent to a close set. The 

findings from this thesis also demonstrate that differences exist between the movement 

patterns metrics reported by VX 235 and Catapult S4 GPS units when applied to measure 

the movement patterns of beach volleyball. Therefore coaches and practitioners should 

avoid changing between different brands of GPS units to achieve the most consistent 

results when measuring the movement patterns of any athletes. In addition future research 

should be aimed at validating the ability of GPS technology to quantify the movement 

patterns of beach volleyball match-play compared to an appropriate gold standard criterion 

measure. 
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Taken together the findings from this thesis support the application of GPS technology to 

the sport of beach volleyball and similar court-based sports monitor athlete loads and 

expand the knowledge of the movement patterns of court-based sports to facilitate the 

development of optimal training programs for improved athlete performance.  
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